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1Abstract
Advances in Machine Learning: Nearest Neighbour Search, Learning to Optimize and
Generative Modelling
by
Ke Li
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Jitendra Malik, Chair
Machine learning is the embodiment of an unapologetically data-driven philosophy that has
increasingly become one of the most important drivers of progress in artificial intelligence
and beyond. Existing machine learning methods, however, entail making trade-o↵s in terms
of computational e ciency, modelling flexibility and/or formulation faithfulness. In this
dissertation, we will cover three di↵erent ways in which limitations along each axis can be
overcome, without compromising on other axes.
Computational E ciency
We start with limitations on computational e ciency. Many modern machine learning meth-
ods require performing large-scale similarity search under the hood. For example, classifying
an input into one of a large number of classes requires comparing the weight vector asso-
ciated with each class to the activations of the penultimate layer, attending to particular
memory cells of a neural net requires comparing the keys associated with each memory cell
to the query, and sparse recovery requires comparing each dictionary element to the residual.
Similarity search in many cases can be reduced to nearest neighbour search, which is both a
blessing and a curse. On the plus side, the nearest neighbour search problem has been exten-
sively studied for more than four decades. On the minus side, no exact algorithm developed
over the past four decades can run faster than na¨ıve exhaustive search when the intrinsic
dimensionality is high, which is almost certainly the case in machine learning. Given this
state of a↵airs, should we give up any hope of doing any better than the na¨ıve approach of
exhaustive comparing each element one-by-one?
It turns out this pessimism, while tempting, is unwarranted. We introduce a new family
of exact randomized algorithms, known as Dynamic Continuous Indexing, which overcomes
both the curse of ambient dimensionality and the curse of intrinsic dimensionality: more
2specifically, DCI simultaneously achieves a query time complexity with a linear dependence
on ambient dimensionality, a sublinear dependence on intrinsic dimensionality and a sublinear
dependence on dataset size. The key insight is that the curse of intrinsic dimensionality in
many cases arises from space partitioning, which is a divide-and-conquer strategy used by
most nearest neighbour search algorithms. While space partitioning makes intuitive sense
and works well in low dimensions, we argue that it fundamentally fails in high dimensions,
because it requires distances between each point and every possible query to be approximately
preserved in the data structure. We develop a new indexing scheme that only requires the
ordering of nearby points relative to distant points to be approximately preserved, and show
that the number of out-of-place points after projecting to just a single dimension is sublinear
in the intrinsic dimensionality. In practice, our algorithm achieves a 14  116⇥ speedup and
a 21⇥ reduction in memory consumption compared to locality-sensitive hashing (LSH).
Modelling Flexibility
Next we move onto probabilistic modelling, which is critical to realizing one of the cen-
tral objectives of machine learning, which is to model the uncertainty that is inherent in
prediction. The community has wrestled with the problem of how to strike the right bal-
ance between modelling flexibility and computational e ciency. Simple models can often be
learned straightforwardly and e ciently but are not expressive; complex models are expres-
sive, but in general cannot be learned both exactly and e ciently, often because learning
requires evaluating some intractable integral. The success of deep learning has motivated
the development of probabilistic models that can leverage the inductive bias and modelling
power of deep neural nets, such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) and generative adver-
sarial nets (GANs), which belong to a subclass of probabilistic models known as implicit
probabilistic models. Implicit probabilistic models are defined by a procedure from draw-
ing samples from them, rather than an explicit of the probability density function. On the
positive side, sampling is always easy by definition; on the negative side, learning is di cult
because not even the unnormalized complete likelihood can be expressed analytically. So
these models must be learned using likelihood-free methods, but none have been shown to
be able to learn the underlying distribution with a finite number of samples.
Perhaps the most popular likelihood-free method is the GAN. Unfortunately, GANs su↵er
from the well-documented issue of mode collapse, where the learned model (generator in
the GAN parlance) cannot generate some modes of the true data distribution. We argue
this arises from the direction in which generated samples are matched to the real data.
Under the GAN objective, each generated sample is made indistinguishable from some data
example. Some data examples may not be chosen by any generated sample, resulting in
mode collapse. We introduce a new likelihood-free method, known as Implicit Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (IMLE) that overcomes mode collapse by inverting the direction -
instead of ensuring each generated sample has a similar data example, our method ensures
that each data example has a similar generated sample. This can be shown to be equivalent to
3maximizing a lower bound on the log-likelihood when the model class is richly parameterized
and the density is smooth in parameters and data, hence the name.
Compared to VAEs, which are not likelihood-free, IMLE eliminates the need for an approx-
imate posterior and avoids the bias towards parameters where the true posteriors are less
informative, a phenomenon known as “posterior collapse”.
Formulation Faithfulness
Finally we introduce a novel formulation that can enable the automatic discovery of new it-
erative gradient-based optimization algorithms, which have become the workhorse of modern
machine learning. This e↵ectively allows us to apply machine learning to improve machine
learning, which has been a dream of machine learning researchers since the early days of the
field. The key challenge, however, is that it is unclear how to represent a complex object
like an algorithm in a way that is amenable to machine learning. Prior approaches [58]
represent algorithms as imperative programs, i.e.: sequences of elementary operations, and
therefore induces a search space whose size is exponential in the length of the optimal pro-
gram. Searching in this space is unfortunately not tractable for anything but the simplest
and shortest algorithms. Other approaches [31] enumerate a small set of manually designed
algorithms and search for the best algorithm within this set. Searching in this space is
tractable, but the optimal algorithm may lie outside this space. It remains an open question
as to how to parameterize the space of possible algorithms in a way that is both complete
and e ciently searchable.
We get around this issue by observing that an optimization algorithm can be uniquely
characterized by its update formula – di↵erent iterative optimization algorithms only di↵er
in their choice of the update formula. In gradient descent, for example, it is taken to be a
scaled negative gradient, whereas in gradient descent with momentum, it is taken to be a
scaled exponentially-weighted average of the history of gradients. Therefore, if we can learn
the update formula, we can then automatically discover new optimization algorithms. The
update formula can be formulated as a mapping from the history of gradients, iterates and
objective values to the update step, which can be approximated with a neural net. We can
then learn the optimization algorithm by learning the parameters of the neural net.
iTo my parents, and all other trailblazers of the world.
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1Chapter 1
Nearest Neighbour Search
The method of k-nearest neighbours is a fundamental building block of many machine learn-
ing algorithms and also has broad applications beyond artificial intelligence, including in
statistics, bioinformatics and database systems, e.g. [28, 15, 50]. The problem statement is
simple: Given a set of n points, S = {p1, . . . , pn} ✓ Rd and a query point q 2 Rd, the goal
is to find k vectors in S that are the closest to q in Euclidean distance.
Since the method of nearest neighbour search was introduced by Fix & Hodges [55] in
1951, it has for decades intrigued the artificial intelligence and theoretical computer science
communities alike. In low dimensions (think < 10 dimensions), devising e cient sublinear
algorithms, i.e.: algorithms that permit querying in time sublinear in the dataset size, seems
easy – many early algorithms, like k-d trees [21], achieve a query time complexity that is log-
arithmic in the dataset size. This propelled the success of many methods for computational
geometry.
In machine learning, however, the dimensionality of data is typically much higher, i.e.:
on the order of hundreds or more. Unfortunately, repeated attempts at devising exact
sublinear algorithms over the past four decades have encountered a recurring obstacle: the
curse of dimensionality. That is, the query time complexity or space complexity always has
an exponential dependence on dimensionality. As a result, practitioners often have resort to
na¨ıve exhaustive search, which entails iterating over all the points in the dataset, computing
the distance from the query to each and then returning the top-k elements.
Is it possible to overcome the curse of dimensionality? Minsky and Papert [99] con-
jectured that doing so is impossible, and the best we can hope for in high dimensions is
exhaustive search. Later work [80] showed that if we were to di↵erentiate between ambient
dimensionality, which characterizes properties of the ambient space, and intrinsic dimension-
ality, which characterizes properties of the data, then it is possible to overcome the curse of
ambient dimensionality. But it remains an open question whether the curse of intrinsic di-
mensionality can be overcome – all exact algorithms that can overcome the curse of ambient
dimensionality su↵er from the curse of intrinsic dimensionality.
In this dissertation, we answer this question in the a rmative and show that it is in
fact possible to overcome both the curse of ambient dimensionality and the curse of intrin-
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sic dimensionality. We introduce a new family of exact randomized algorithms, known as
Dynamic Continuous Indexing (DCI), that can achieve this – its query time complexity is
simultaneously sublinear in the dataset size, linear in the ambient dimensionality and sub-
linear in the intrinsic dimensionality. Additionally, we show empirically that the proposed
algorithm reduces the number of distance evaluations by a factor of 14 to 116 and the memory
consumption by a factor of 21 relative to Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH).
1.1 Notions of Dimensionality
Two notions of dimensionality are commonly considered. The more familiar notion, ambient
dimensionality, refers to the dimensionality of the space data points are embedded in. In
other words, it is simply the ordinary notion of dimensionality, and is so named so that we
can di↵erentiate it with the next notion of dimensionality we are about to cover.
On the other hand, intrinsic dimensionality characterizes the intrinsic properties of the
data and measures the rate at which the number of points inside a ball grows as a function of
its radius. Note that there are several di↵erent measures of intrinsic dimensionality – the one
we use here is arguably the simplest and most commonly used in the literature, namely the
expansion dimension or KR-dimension introduced by Karger & Ruhl [80]. More precisely:
Definition 1 (Expansion Dimension [80]). Given a dataset D ✓ Rd, let Bp(r) be the set
of points in D that are within a ball of radius r around a point p. A dataset D has (⌧, d0)-
expansion if for all r and p 2 Rd such that |Bp(r)|   ⌧ , |Bp(2r)|  2d0 |Bp(r)|. The quantity
of interest we are interested is the smallest possible value of d0 when ⌧ = k, where k is
the number of nearest neighbours we would like to retrieve. This quantity is known as the
expansion dimension, or simply the intrinsic dimensionality in our context.
So, for a dataset with intrinsic dimensionality d0, any ball of radius r contains at most
O(rd
0
) points. If the data points are arranged on a uniform grid in a d0-dimensional subspace,
then the intrinsic dimensionality is exactly d0. So, roughly speaking, for data points that are
uniformly distributed, then the intrinsic dimensionality is usually close to the dimensionality
of the manifold, as long as the manifold is su ciently smooth. Two datasets with same
intrinsic dimensionality and di↵erent dimensionalities are shown in Figure 1.1.
1.2 Exact vs. Approximate Nearest Neighbour Search
In the exact version of the k-nearest neighbour search problem, the goal is to return the k
closest data points to the query.
Due to di culties of devising e cient algorithms for exact version of the problem in high
dimensions, various methods consider the approximate version, which relaxes the require-
ments for the returned results to be declared correct. Under the approximate setting, it is
permissible to return data points whose distances to the query are within a factor of (1 + ✏)
of the distance between the query and the kth nearest neighbour.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: An illustration of two datasets with the same intrinsic dimensionality, 2, but dif-
ferent ambient dimensionalities. Figure (a) shows a dataset with an ambient dimensionality
of 2, and Figure (b) shows a dataset with an ambient dimensionality of 3.
1.3 Space Partitioning
Space partitioning is a popular divide-and-conquer strategy that forms the basis of most
existing methods for nearest neighbour search. It works by partitioning the vector space
into a finite number of cells and keeps track of the data points that each cell contains. At
query time, these methods simply look up of the contents of the cell containing the query
and possibly adjacent cells and perform exhaustive search over points lying in these cells.
Methods that are based on space partitioning include k-d trees [21] and locality-sensitive
hashing (LSH) [76]. We discuss below how k-d trees and LSH work concretely and why they
can be viewed as space partitioning-based methods.
1.3.1 k-d Trees
The k-d tree was proposed by Jon Bentley in 1975 and is a deterministic tree-based data
structure that is commonly used for exact nearest neighbour search. It works by recursively
dividing the dataset into halves along di↵erent axes, until the number of points in each cell
falls below a threshold. More concretely, at each node in the tree, we select an axis and pick
a threshold along that axis such that half of the data points associated with the node falls
on the left, and the other half falls on the right. The left child of the node is associated
with the data points to the left of the threshold, and the right child is associated with the
remaining data points. A visualization of what the resulting partitioning looks like in 2D is
shown in Figure 1.2a.
At query time, we traverse the tree to find the cell that contains the query and search
over the data points in that cell, as shown in Figure 1.2b. If the neighbouring cells could
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: An illustration of how a k-d tree partitions the space in the two-dimensional
case. Figure (a) shows the partitioning performed by a k-d tree, where blue circles denote
data points and yellow lines denote cell boundaries. Each line is located at the threshold
used at a particular internal node to divide the dataset and each cell corresponds to a leaf
node, Figure (b) shows the data points (highlighted in red) in the cell containing the given
query (shown as the red square) and Figure (c) shows the data points in neighbouring cells,
which all need to be searched.
contain data points that are closer to those found so far, we go back up the tree to find the
neighbouring cells, and then search over data points lying in those cells as well, as shown in
Figure 1.2c.
Why is it necessary to look in neighbouring cells? If the query lies near a cell boundary,
there could be data points on the other side of the cell boundary that are closer to the query
than any of the data points in the cell containing the query.
Now consider what happens in the worst case. There is a configuration of data points
and query such that the query is very close to a cell boundary in all dimensions, forcing the
algorithm to search all neighbouring cells. When the ambient dimensionality increases, the
number of neighbouring cells could grow exponentially. This is how the curse of ambient
dimensionality arises – the number of neighbouring cells grows exponentially in the ambient
dimensionality, thereby leading to a query time complexity that is exponential in ambient
dimensionality.
It seems like this worst case is somewhat contrived, and so we can try to avoid it using
randomization. This is the idea behind RP trees [40]. Unlike k-d trees, the directions of the
dividing hyperplanes are not necessarily aligned to axes; instead, they are randomly chosen
from a unit sphere. This improves the dependence of query time complexity from exponential
in the ambient dimensionality to exponential in the intrinsic dimensionality, which could be
much lower than ambient dimensionality. Intuitively, if we pick a random partitioning, there
are usually many cells that are away from the manifold and do not contain data points.
Hence it is safe to avoid searching these cells. While this eliminates the curse of ambient
dimensionality, it does not get around the curse of intrinsic dimensionality.
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1.3.2 Locality-Sensitive Hashing
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: An illustration of how Euclidean LSH partitions the space in the two-dimensional
case. Blue circles denote data points, yellow lines denote cell boundaries. Figure (a) shows
the partitioning imposed by one hash table, Figure (b) shows the partitioning imposed by
two hash tables, and Figure (c) shows the data points to search over exhaustively (which are
highlighted in red) for the given query (shown as the red square).
Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) was proposed by Piotr Indyk and Rajeev Motwani in
1998 that is commonly used for approximate nearest neighbour search. Euclidean LSH [42]
uses a hash function that can be applied to vectors in Euclidean space, and can be used to
perform approximate nearest neighbour search in Euclidean space. At construction time,
we project all data points along a direction randomly chosen from the unit sphere and then
place them into equal-sized discrete bins based on the values of data points after projection,
which will be referred to as projection values. We repeat this multiple times, each with a
di↵erent random projection direction. The hash associated with a data point is the vector
of bin indices, each of which corresponds to a projection direction. Then, for each distinct
hash value, we store all the data points that hash to this value in a hash table. We construct
multiple di↵erent hash tables, each generated using di↵erent collections of random projection
directions.
At query time, for each hash table, we compute the hash of the query and look up the
data points associated with the hash. We then search over the union of the retrieved data
points, over all hash tables and return the k data points that are closest to the query.
Geometrically, projecting data points along a random direction and then discretizing the
projection values into equal-sized bins is equivalent to dividing the vector space into equal-
sized randomly-oriented parallel slabs and keeping track of the data points that lie in each
slab. Treating the concatenation of bin indices as the hash e↵ectively further subdivides
the slabs according to the values of bin indices along other projection directions, and so all
the points that have the same hash must be in the intersection of the slabs corresponding
to di↵erent projection directions. Therefore, each hash table e↵ectively performs space
partitioning using a regular grid, as shown in Figure 1.3a. Di↵erent hash tables correspond
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to di↵erent overlapping grids, as shown in Figure 1.3b. The data points that we search
over are all the data points that lie in any of the cells that contain the query, as shown in
Figure 1.3c.
1.4 Landscape of Prior Methods
Karger & Ruhl 
Navigating Net 
Cover Tree 
Rank Cover Tree 
Spill Tree 
RP Tree 
DCI 
Prioritized DCI 
(Proposed Method) 
Figure 1.4: Visualization of the query time
complexities of various exact algorithms as
a function of the intrinsic dimensionality d0.
Each curve represents an example from a class
of similar query time complexities. Algorithms
that fall into each particular class are shown
next to the corresponding curve.
Many other algorithms for nearest neighbour
search have been proposed, and below we
survey the landscape of nearest neighbour
search methods. It is by no means exhaus-
tive; interested readers may refer to [36] for
a more comprehensive survey.
Nearest neighbour search algorithms can
be divided into two categories: algorithms
that solve the exact version of the prob-
lem, known as exact algorithms, and algo-
rithms that solve the approximate version,
known as approximate algorithms. See Sec-
tion 1.2 for the distinction between exact
and approximate versions of the problem.
Approximate algorithms are not to be con-
fused with randomized algorithms: random-
ized algorithms must return the correct re-
sult with high probability, and whereas ap-
proximate algorithms broadens the criterion
for correctness by permitting solutions that
are nearly as good, but not necessarily as good, as the exact solution. Both exact random-
ized algorithms and approximate randomized algorithms are possible – the former refers to
an algorithm that returns the exact solution with high probability, whereas the latter refers
to an algorithm that returns a solution that is suboptimal by at most a factor of (1+ ✏) with
high probability.
Early exact algorithms are deterministic and store points in tree-based data structures.
Examples include k-d trees, R-trees [64] and X-trees [22, 23], which divide the vector space
into a hierarchy of half-spaces, hyper-rectangles or Voronoi polygons and keep track of the
points that lie in each cell. While their query times are logarithmic in the size of the dataset,
they exhibit exponential dependence on the ambient dimensionality. A di↵erent method [98]
partitions the space by intersecting multiple hyperplanes. It e↵ectively trades o↵ space for
time and achieves polynomial query time in ambient dimensionality at the cost of exponential
space complexity in ambient dimensionality.
To avoid poor performance on worst-case configurations of the data, exact randomized al-
gorithms have been proposed. Spill trees [95], RP trees [40] and virtual spill trees [41] extend
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Method Query Time Complexity
Exact Algorithms:
RP Tree O((d0 log d0)d
0
+ log n)
Spill Tree O(d0d
0
+ log n)
[80] O(23d
0
log n)
Navigating Net 2O(d
0) log n
Cover Tree O(212d
0
log n)
Rank Cover Tree O(2O(d
0 log h)n2/h) for h   3
DCI (Ours) O(d(m+max(log n, n1 1/d
0
)))
Prioritized DCI (Ours) O(d(m+max(log n, n1 m/d
0
) + (m logm)max(log n, n1 1/d
0
)))
for some m   1 chosen by the user
Approximate Algorithms:
k-d Tree O((1/✏)d log n)
BBD Tree O((6/✏)d log n)
LSH ⇡ O(dn1/(1+✏)2)
Table 1.1: Query time complexities of various algorithms for 1-NN search. Ambient dimen-
sionality, intrinsic dimensionality, dataset size and approximation ratio are denoted as d, d0,
n and 1 + ✏. A visualization of the growth of various time complexities as a function of the
intrinsic dimensionality is shown in Figure 1.4.
the ideas behind k-d trees by randomizing the orientations of hyperplanes that partition the
space into half-spaces at each node of the tree. While randomization enables them to avoid
exponential dependence on the ambient dimensionality, their query times still scale expo-
nentially in the intrinsic dimensionality. Whereas these methods rely on space partitioning,
other algorithms [105, 35, 80] have been proposed that utilize local search strategies. These
methods start with a random point and look in the neighbourhood of the current point to
find a new point that is closer to the query than the original in each iteration. Like space
partitioning-based approaches, the query time of [80] scales exponentially in the intrinsic di-
mensionality. While the query times of [105, 35] do not exhibit such undesirable dependence,
their space complexities are quadratic in the size of the dataset, making them impractical
for large datasets. A di↵erent class of algorithms performs search in a coarse-to-fine manner.
Examples include navigating nets [82], cover trees [27] and rank cover trees [73], which main-
tain sets of subsampled data points at di↵erent levels of granularity and descend through
the hierarchy of neighbourhoods of decreasing radii around the query. Unfortunately, the
query times of these methods again scale exponentially in the intrinsic dimensionality.
Many of the same strategies are employed by approximate algorithms. Methods based
on tree-based space partitioning [11] and local search [10] have been developed; like many
exact algorithms, their query times also scale exponentially in the ambient dimensionality.
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [76, 42, 2] partitions the space into regular cells, whose
shapes are implicitly defined by the choice of the hash function. It achieves a query time
of O(dn⇢) using O(dn1+⇢) space, where d is the ambient dimensionality, n is the dataset
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size and ⇢ ⇡ 1/(1 + ✏)2 for large n in Euclidean space, though the dependence on intrin-
sic dimensionality is not made explicit. In practice, the performance of LSH degrades on
datasets with large variations in density, due to the uneven distribution of points across
cells. Consequently, various data-dependent hashing schemes have been proposed [106, 125,
3]; unlike data-independent hashing schemes, however, they do not allow dynamic updates
to the dataset. A related approach [78] decomposes the space into mutually orthogonal axis-
aligned subspaces and independently partitions each subspace. It has a query time linear in
the dataset size and no known guarantee on the probability of correctness under the exact
or approximate setting. A di↵erent approach [1] projects the data to a lower dimensional
space that approximately preserves approximate nearest neighbour relationships and applies
other approximate algorithms like BBD trees [11] to the projected data. Its query time is
also linear in ambient dimensionality and sublinear in the dataset size. Unlike LSH, it uses
space linear in the dataset size, at the cost of longer query time than LSH. Unfortunately,
its query time is exponential in intrinsic dimensionality.
A summary of the query times of various prior algorithms and the proposed algorithm is
presented in Table 1.1 and their growth as a function of intrinsic dimensionality is illustrated
in Figure 1.4.
1.5 Curse of Intrinsic Dimensionality
All exact sublinear algorithms su↵er from the curse of ambient dimensionality or the curse
of intrinsic dimensionality, that is, their query time complexity or space complexity have ex-
ponential dependence on ambient or intrinsic dimensionality. As explained in Section 1.3.1,
while the curse of ambient dimensionality can be overcome, it is still unclear how to over-
come the curse of intrinsic dimensionality. We discuss below why the curse of intrinsic
dimensionality arises.
Consider any data-independent partitioning scheme and focus on a cell in the partitioning.
We ask the following question: how many data points could there be inside the cell as the
intrinsic dimensionality increases?
We consider canonical examples of datasets with integer dimensionalities, namely data
points arranged on a uniform grid in a subspace. Take an example of a partitioning where
each cell is a cube. Then as shown in Figure 1.5, as the intrinsic dimensionality increases,
the number of points inside the cell increases exponentially. This shows that the number of
points inside a cell of the shape of a cube could grow exponentially in the worst case (over
the choice of dataset). Because we can fit a cube inside a non-empty cell of any shape and
rescale the dataset arbitrarily without changing the intrinsic dimensionality, the number of
points inside a cell of any shape could grow exponentially as the intrinsic dimensionality
increase.
This implies that regardless of the data-independent partitioning we choose, the number
of data points inside a cell could grow exponentially in intrinsic dimensionality. Because
we need to exhaustively search over all data points within a cell in a space partitioning-
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(a) d0 = 1 (b) d0 = 2 (c) d0 = 3
Figure 1.5: The number of data points that lie inside a cell in a data-independent parti-
tioning, which is shown as the yellow cube, as the intrinsic dimensionality increases. Figures
(a), (b) and (c) show three canonical examples of datasets with intrinsic dimensionalities d0
of 1, 2 and 3 respectively. As shown, as the intrinsic dimensionality increases, the number
of data points that lie inside the cell grows exponentially.
based method, we will always have an exponential dependence on intrinsic dimensionality
in the query time complexity. So, to have any hope of overcoming the curse of intrinsic
dimensionality, we must avoid data-independent space partitioning.
1.6 Key Insight
We will first discuss the key insight behind the proposed family of algorithms, known as
Dynamic Continuous Indexing (DCI), before describing the details in later sections.
As shown in Section 1.5, data-independent space partitioning causes the curse of intrinsic
dimensionality, and so we would like to eliminate it.
The first step we take is to eliminate discretization after projecting data points along a
random direction. Without discretization, it is no longer clear which data points should be
retrieved given a query, since there is no bin from which we can look up data points. Instead,
let’s consider a natural alternative: we can project the query along the projection direction,
and then retrieve the data points that project to a neighbourhood of a certain radius around
the query projection. As shown in Figure 1.6, for any neighbourhood of a fixed size, as
the intrinsic dimensionality increases, the number of data points whose projections are in
the neighbourhood could grow exponentially. So, eliminating space partitioning is itself not
enough to overcome the curse of intrinsic dimensionality. We must also avoid choosing a
fixed-size neighbourhood.
To this end, instead of retrieving all data points within a fixed distance, we retrieve a
fixed number of data points. (This can be equivalently viewed as choosing a neighbourhood
whose radius is dependent on the query and the data rather than fixed.) More concretely,
starting from the query projection, we will march along the projection direction and retrieve
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(a) d0 = 1 (b) d0 = 2 (c) d0 = 3
Figure 1.6: Na¨ıve approach of avoiding space partitioning, which projects all data points
onto a random direction and looks at a neighbourhood of a certain radius around the query
along the projection direction. Figures (a), (b) and (c) three canonical examples of datasets
with intrinsic dimensionalities d0 of 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The green line denotes the
projection direction, the yellow bracket denotes the neighbourhood around the query along
the projection direction, the green points on the line denote projections of data points
onto the direction and the green points that are highlighted in red denote points in the
neighbourhood. As shown, as the intrinsic dimensionality increases, the number of points
within the neighbourhood grows exponentially.
data points in the order of increasing distance to the query along the projection direction.
Figure 1.7 illustrates each step of this process; in the example shown, the true nearest neigh-
bour is contained within the first three data points. In general, it turns out that the nearest
neighbour must be contained within the first O(n1 1/d0) points with constant probability,
where n denotes the number of data points and d0 denotes the intrinsic dimensionality. (The
proof of this result is shown in the appendix.) The advantage of this approach comes from
the dependence of this function on the intrinsic dimensionality – it is sublinear and no longer
exponential.
There is a significant di↵erence in the goal of the data structure compared to methods
based on space partitioning. In methods based on space partitioning, the goal is to approx-
imately preserve the absolute locations of data points, so that data points that are nearby
would be close in the data structure. On the other hand, the goal of the proposed indexing
scheme is to approximately preserve the relative order between the true nearest neighbours
and the other data points when ranked by their distances to the query. In other words,
we care about distortions in ranks, rather than distortions in absolute locations. In other
words, we would be happy if a few distant points seem close to the true nearest neighbours,
because while distortions in absolute locations are high, distortions in ranks are low, because
the true nearest neighbours’ positions in the ranking only moved down by a few places. On
the other hand, if our goal were to preserve the absolute locations, we would not be happy.
Similarly, we can also contrast our goal with that of dimensionality reduction methods like
the Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform. In Johnson-Lindenstrauss, the goal is to approxi-
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(a)
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(b)
2 points
(c)
3 points
(d)
Figure 1.7: Retrieval of data points in the order of increasing distance from the query along
the projection direction. Figures (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the data points that are retrieved
after the zeroth through the fourth iteration. The brown square denotes the projection of the
query, the the green line denotes the projection direction, the green points on the line denote
projections of data points onto the direction, the green point that is highlighted in purple
denotes the projection of the true nearest neighbour to the query, and the green points that
are highlighted in red denote points that are retrieved. In this case, we are able to retrieve
the correct nearest neighbour within three points. In general, the nearest neighbour must
be encountered within the first O(n1 1/d0) points with constant probability.
mately preserve all pairwise distances, which is why we need to project to at least ⌦(log(n))
dimensions. Because our goal is weaker, we can get away with projecting to one dimension.
1.7 Generalized Union Bound
The following result is used in the analysis of the proposed algorithms, which may be of
independent interest. It is a generalization of the union bound, and upper bounds the
probability that k out of a set of possibly dependent events happen. When k = 1, it reduces
to the union bound. The proof is in the appendix.
Lemma 1. For any set of events {Ei}Ni=1, the probability that at least k0 of them happen is
at most 1k0
PN
i=1 Pr (Ei).
1.8 Dynamic Continuous Indexing (DCI)
DCI constructs a data structure consisting of multiple composite indices of data points, each
of which in turn consists of a number of simple indices. Each simple index orders data points
according to their projections along a particular random direction. Given a query, for every
composite index, the algorithm finds points that are near the query in every constituent
simple index, which are known as candidate points, and adds them to a set known as the
candidate set. The true distances from the query to every candidate point are evaluated and
the ones that are among the k closest to the query are returned.
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More concretely, each simple index is associated with a random direction and stores
the projections of every data point along the direction. They are implemented using stan-
dard data structures that maintain one-dimensional ordered sequences of elements, like self-
balancing binary search trees [14, 61] or skip lists [107]. At query time, the algorithm projects
the query along the projection directions associated with each simple index and finds the
position where the query would have been inserted in each simple index, which takes loga-
rithmic time. It then iterates over, or visits, data points in each simple index in the order of
their distances to the query under projection, which takes constant time for each iteration.
As it iterates, it keeps track of how many times each data point has been visited across all
simple indices of each composite index. If a data point has been visited in every constituent
simple index, it is added to the candidate set and is said to have been retrieved from the
composite index. A precise statement of the construction and querying procedures are shown
in Algorithms 3 and 4.
Algorithm 1 Data structure construction procedure
Require: A dataset D of n points p1, . . . , pn, the number of simple indices m that constitute a composite
index and the number of composite indices L
function Construct(D,m,L)
{ujl}j2[m],l2[L]  mL random unit vectors in Rd
{Tjl}j2[m],l2[L]  mL empty binary search trees or skip lists
for j = 1 to m do
for l = 1 to L do
for i = 1 to n do
pijl  hpi, ujli
Insert (pijl, i) into Tjl with p
i
jl being the key and i being the value
end for
end for
end for
return {(Tjl, ujl)}j2[m],l2[L]
end function
DCI has a number of appealing properties compared to methods based on space par-
titioning. Because points are visited by rank rather than absolute location in space, DCI
performs well on datasets with large variations in data density. It naturally skips over sparse
regions of the space and concentrates more on dense regions of the space. Since construc-
tion of the data structure does not depend on the dataset, the algorithm supports dynamic
updates to the dataset, while being able to automatically adapt to changes in data density.
Furthermore, because data points are represented in the indices as continuous values without
being discretized, the granularity of discretization does not need to be chosen at construction
time. Consequently, the same data structure can support queries at varying desired levels of
accuracy, which allows a di↵erent speed-vs-accuracy trade-o↵ to be made for each individual
query.
We develop two versions of the algorithm, a data-independent and a data-dependent
version, which di↵er in the stopping condition that is used. In the former, the number of
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Algorithm 2 k-nearest neighbour retrieval procedure
Require: Query point q in Rd, binary search trees/skip lists and their associated projection vectors
{(Tjl, ujl)}j2[m],l2[L], and maximum tolerable failure probability ✏
function Query(q, {(Tjl, ujl)}j,l, ✏)
Cl  array of size n with entries initialized to 0 8l 2 [L]
qjl  hq, ujli 8j 2 [m], l 2 [L]
Sl  ; 8l 2 [L]
for i = 1 to n do
for l = 1 to L do
for j = 1 to m do
(p(i)jl , h
(i)
jl ) the node in Tjl whose key is the ith closest to qjl
Cl[h
(i)
jl ] Cl[h(i)jl ] + 1
end for
for j = 1 to m do
if Cl[h
(i)
jl ] = m then
Sl  Sl [ {h(i)jl }
end if
end for
end for
if IsStoppingConditionSatisfied(i, Sl, ✏) then
break
end if
end for
return k points in
S
l2[L] Sl that are the closest in Euclidean distance in Rd to q
end function
candidate points is indirectly preset according to the global data density and the maximum
tolerable failure probability; in the latter, the number of candidate points is chosen adaptively
at query time based on the local data density in the neighbourhood of the query. We
analyze the algorithm below and show that its query time complexity is linear in ambient
dimensionality, sublinear in intrinsic dimensionality and sublinear in the size of the dataset.
In addition, we show that its space complexity is independent of ambient dimensionality and
linear in the size of the dataset.
1.8.1 Analysis
We now analyze the time and space complexities of the algorithm. For proofs of the following
results, see the appendix.
First, we examine the e↵ect of projecting d-dimensional vectors to one dimension, which
motivates its use in the proposed algorithm. We are interested in the probability that a
distant point appears closer than a nearby point under projection; if this probability is low,
then each simple index approximately preserves the order of points by distance to the query
point. If we consider displacement vectors between the query point and data points, this
probability is then is equivalent to the probability of the lengths of these vectors inverting
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   hvl, ui      hvs, ui   
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U(vs, vl)
(b)
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vl1 vl2
U(vs, vl1)\U(vs, vl2)
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Figure 1.8: (a) Examples of order-preserving (shown in green) and order-inverting (shown
in red) projection directions. Any projection direction within the shaded region inverts
the relative order of the vectors by length under projection, while any projection directions
outside the region preserves it. The size of the shaded region depends on the ratio of the
lengths of the vectors. (b) Projection vectors whose endpoints lie in the shaded region would
be order-inverting. (c) Projection vectors whose endpoints lie in the shaded region would
invert the order of both long vectors relative to the short vector. Best viewed in colour.
Property Complexity
Construction O(m(dn+ n log n))
Query O(max(d(m+ k log(n/k), dk(n/k)1 1/d
0
)))
Insertion O(m(d+ log n))
Deletion O(m log n)
Space O(mn)
Table 1.2: Time and space complexities of DCI.
under projection.
Lemma 2. Let vl, vs 2 Rd such that   vl  
2
>
  vs  
2
, and u 2 Rd be a unit vector drawn
uniformly at random. Then the probability of vs being at least as long as vl under projection
u is at most 1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vl  
2
 
.
Observe that if
  hvl, ui      hvs, ui  , the relative order of vl and vs by their lengths would
be inverted when projected along u. This occurs when uk is close to orthogonal to vl, which
is illustrated in Figure 1.8a. Also note that the probability of inverting the relative order of
vl and vs is small when vl is much longer than vs. On the other hand, this probability is high
when vl and vs are similar in length, which corresponds to the case when two data points are
almost equidistant to the query point. So, if we consider a sequence of vectors ordered by
length, applying random one-dimensional projection will likely perturb the ordering locally,
but will preserve the ordering globally.
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Next, we build on this result to analyze the order-inversion probability when there are
more than two vectors. Consider the sample space B =
 
u 2 Rd   kuk2 = 1 and the set
U(vs, vl) =
 
u 2 B    |cos ✓|    vs  
2
/
  vl  
2
 
, which is illustrated in Figure 1.8b, where ✓ is
the angle between uk and vl. If we use area(U) to denote the area of the region formed
by the endpoints of all vectors in the set U , then we can rewrite the above bound on the
order-inversion probability as:
Pr
   hvl, ui      hvs, ui     Pr  u 2 U(vs, vl) 
=
area(V sl )
area(B)
= 1  2
⇡
cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆
Lemma 3. Let
 
vli
 N
i=1
be a set of vectors such that
  vli  2 >   vs  2 8i 2 [N ]. Then the
probability that there is a subset of k0 vectors from
 
vli
 N
i=1
that are all not longer than vs
under projection is at most 1k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vli  2  . Furthermore, if k0 = N ,
this probability is at most mini2[N ]
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vli  2  .
Intuitively, if this event occurs, then there are at least k0 vectors that rank above vs when
sorted in nondecreasing order by their lengths under projection. This can only occur when the
endpoint of u falls in a region on the unit sphere corresponding to
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I U(v
s, vli).
We illustrate this region in Figure 1.8c for the case of d = 3.
Theorem 1. Let
 
vli
 N
i=1
and
 
vsi0
 N 0
i0=1 be sets of vectors such that
  vli  2 > kvsi0k2 8i 2
[N ], i0 2 [N 0]. Then the probability that there is a subset of k0 vectors from  vli Ni=1 that are all
not longer than some vsi0 under projection is at most
1
k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  ,
where
  vsmax  2   kvsi0k2 8i0 2 [N 0].
We define the following derivative quantities of the intrinsic dimensionality, which are
easier to work with in our context:
Definition 2. Given a dataset D ✓ Rd, let Bp(r) be the set of points in D that are within
a ball of radius r around a point p. We say D has local relative sparsity of (⌧,  ) at a point
p 2 Rd if for all r such that |Bp(r)|   ⌧ , |Bp( r)|  2 |Bp(r)|, where     1.
Intuitively,   represents a lower bound on the increase in radius when the number of points
within the ball is doubled. When   is close to 1, the dataset is dense in the neighbourhood
of p, since there could be many points in D that are almost equidistant from p. Retrieving
the nearest neighbours of such a p is considered “hard”, since it would be di cult to tell
which of these points are the true nearest neighbours without computing the distances to all
these points exactly.
We also define a related notion of global relative sparsity, which we will use to derive
the number of iterations the outer loop of the querying function should be executed and a
bound on the running time that is independent of the query:
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Definition 3. A dataset D has global relative sparsity of (⌧,  ) if for all r and p 2 Rd such
that |Bp(r)|   ⌧ , |Bp( r)|  2 |Bp(r)|, where     1.
Note that a dataset with global relative sparsity of (⌧,  ) has local relative sparsity of
(⌧,  ) at every point. Global relative sparsity is closely related to the notion of expansion
rate introduced by [80]. More specifically, a dataset with global relative sparsity of (⌧,  ) has
(⌧, 1/ log2  )-expansion, where the latter quantity is the expansion dimension, also known as
the intrinsic dimensionality. So, the intrinsic dimensionality of a dataset with global relative
sparsity of (⌧,  ) is 1/ log2  .
1.8.2 Data-Independent Version
In the data-independent version of the algorithm, the outer loop in the querying function
executes for a preset number of iterations k˜. The values of L, m and k˜ are fixed for all
queries and will be chosen later.
We apply the results obtained above to analyze the algorithm. Consider the event that
the algorithm fails to return the correct set of k-nearest neighbours – this can only occur if
a true k-nearest neighbour is not contained in any of the Sl’s, which entails that for each
l 2 [L], there is a set of k˜   k + 1 points that are not the true k-nearest neighbours but
are closer to the query than the true k-nearest neighbours under some of the projections
u1l, . . . , uml. We analyze the probability that this occurs below and derive the parameter
settings that ensure the algorithm succeeds with high probability.
Lemma 4. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), there is some
k˜ 2 ⌦(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )) such that the probability that the candidate points
retrieved from a given composite index do not include some of the true k-nearest neighbours
is at most some constant ↵ < 1.
Theorem 2. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), for any ✏ > 0, there is some
L and k˜ 2 ⌦(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )) such that the algorithm returns the correct set
of k-nearest neighbours with probability of at least 1  ✏.
The above result suggests that we should choose k˜ 2 ⌦(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  ))
to ensure the algorithm succeeds with high probability. Next, we analyze the time and space
complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 3. The algorithm takes O(max(d(m+k log(n/k), dk(n/k)1 1/d0))) time to retrieve
the k-nearest neighbours at query time, where d0 denotes the intrinsic dimensionality of the
dataset.
Theorem 4. The algorithm takes O(dn + n log n) time to preprocess the data points in D
at construction time.
Theorem 5. The algorithm requires O(d+log n) time to insert a new data point and O(log n)
time to delete a data point.
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Theorem 6. The algorithm requires O(n) space in addition to the space used to store the
data.
1.8.3 Data-Dependent Version
Conceptually, performance of the proposed algorithm depends on two factors: how likely the
index returns the true nearest neighbours before other points and when the algorithm stops
retrieving points from the index. The preceding sections primarily focused on the former; in
this section, we take a closer look at the latter.
One strategy, which is used by the data-independent version of the algorithm, is to stop
after a preset number of iterations of the outer loop. Although simple, such a strategy leaves
much to be desired. First of all, in order to set the number of iterations, it requires knowledge
of the global relative sparsity of the dataset, which is rarely known a priori. Computing this
is either very expensive in the case of datasets or infeasible in the case of streaming data,
as global relative sparsity may change as new data points arrive. More importantly, it is
unable to take advantage of the local relative sparsity in the neighbourhood of the query.
A method that is capable of adapting to local relative sparsity could potentially be much
faster because query points tend to be close to the manifold on which points in the dataset
lie, resulting in the dataset being sparse in the neighbourhood of the query point.
Ideally, the algorithm should stop as soon as it has retrieved the true nearest neighbours.
Determining if this is the case amounts to asking if there exists a point that we have not
seen lying closer to the query than the points we have seen. At first sight, because nothing
is known about unseen points, it seems not possible to do better than exhaustive search, as
we can only rule out the existence of such a point after computing distances to all unseen
points. Somewhat surprisingly, by exploiting the fact that the projections associated with
the index are random, it is possible to make inferences about points that we have never seen.
We do so by leveraging ideas from statistical hypothesis testing.
After each iteration of the outer loop, we perform a hypothesis test, with the null hy-
pothesis being that the complete set of the k-nearest neighbours has not yet been retrieved.
Rejecting the null hypothesis implies accepting the alternative hypothesis that all the true
k-nearest neighbours have been retrieved. At this point, the algorithm can safely terminate
while guaranteeing that the probability that the algorithm fails to return the correct results
is bounded above by the significance level. The test statistic is an upper bound on the
probability of missing a true k-nearest neighbour. The resulting algorithm does not require
any prior knowledge about the dataset and terminates earlier when the dataset is sparse in
the neighbourhood of the query; for this reason, we will refer to this version of the algorithm
as the data-dependent version.
More concretely, as the algorithm retrieves candidate points, it computes their true dis-
tances to the query and maintains a list of k points that are the closest to the query among the
points retrieved from all composite indices so far. Let p˜(i) and p˜maxl denote the i
th closest can-
didate point to q retrieved from all composite indices and the farthest candidate point from
q retrieved from the lth composite index respectively. When the number of candidate points
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exceeds k, the algorithm checks if
QL
l=1
 
1    2⇡ cos 1    p˜(k)   q  2 /   p˜maxl   q  2  m   ✏,
where ✏ is the maximum tolerable failure probability, after each iteration of the outer loop.
If the condition is satisfied, the algorithm terminates and returns
 
p˜(i)
 k
i=1
.
We show the correctness and running time of this algorithm below.
Theorem 7. For any ✏ > 0, m and L, the data-dependent algorithm returns the correct set
of k-nearest neighbours of the query q with probability of at least 1  ✏.
Theorem 8. On a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), given fixed parametersm and L,
the data-dependent algorithm takes O
 
max
 
dk log
 
n
k
 
, dk
 
n
k
 1 1/d0
, d⇣
1  m
p
1  Lp✏
⌘d0
!!
time
with high probability to retrieve the k-nearest neighbours at query time, where d0 denotes the
intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset.
Note that we can make the denominator of the last argument arbitrarily close to 1 by
choosing a large L.
1.9 Prioritized DCI
Prioritized DCI di↵ers from standard DCI in the order in which points from di↵erent simple
indices are visited. In standard DCI, the algorithm cycles through all constituent simple
indices of a composite index at regular intervals and visits exactly one point from each simple
index in each pass. In Prioritized DCI, the algorithm assigns a priority to each constituent
simple index; in each iteration, it visits the upcoming point from the simple index with the
highest priority and updates the priority at the end of the iteration. The priority of a simple
index is set to the negative absolute di↵erence between the query projection and the next
data point projection in the index.
Intuitively, this ensures data points are visited in the order of their distances to the query
under projection. Because data points are only retrieved from a composite index when they
have been visited in all constituent simple indices, data points are retrieved in the order of the
maximum of their distances to the query along multiple projection directions. Since distance
under projection forms a lower bound on the true distance, the maximum projected distance
approaches the true distance as the number of projection directions increases. Hence, in the
limit as the number of simple indices approaches infinity, data points are retrieved in the
ideal order, that is, the order of their true distances to the query.
The construction and querying procedures of Prioritized DCI are presented formally
in Algorithms 3 and 4. To ensure the algorithm retrieves the exact k-nearest neighbours
with high probability, the analysis in the next section shows that one should choose k0 2
⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m/d0)) and k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 1/d0)), where d0 de-
notes the intrinsic dimensionality. Though because this assumes worst-case configuration of
data points, it may be overly conservative in practice; so, these parameters may be chosen
by cross-validation.
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Algorithm 3 Data structure construction procedure
Require: A dataset D of n points p1, . . . , pn, the number of simple indices m that constitute a composite
index and the number of composite indices L
function Construct(D,m,L)
{ujl}j2[m],l2[L]  mL random unit vectors in Rd
{Tjl}j2[m],l2[L]  mL empty binary search trees or skip
lists
for j = 1 to m do
for l = 1 to L do
for i = 1 to n do
pijl  hpi, ujli
Insert (pijl, i) into Tjl with p
i
jl being the key and
i being the value
end for
end for
end for
return {(Tjl, ujl)}j2[m],l2[L]
end function
Property Complexity
Construction O(m(dn+ n log n))
Query O
⇣
d(m+ kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m/d
0
) +mk logm(max(log(n/k), (n/k)1 1/d
0
)))
⌘
Insertion O(m(d+ log n))
Deletion O(m log n)
Space O(mn)
Table 1.3: Time and space complexities of Prioritized DCI.
We summarize the time and space complexities of Prioritized DCI in Table 1.3. Notably,
the first term of the query complexity, which dominates when the ambient dimensionality d
is large, has a more favourable dependence on the intrinsic dimensionality d0 than the query
complexity of standard DCI. In particular, a linear increase in the intrinsic dimensionality,
which corresponds to an exponential increase in the expansion rate, can be mitigated by
just a linear increase in the number of simple indices m. This suggests that Prioritized DCI
can better handle datasets with high intrinsic dimensionality than standard DCI, which is
confirmed by empirical evidence later in this paper.
1.9.1 Analysis
We analyze the time and space complexities of Prioritized DCI below and derive the stopping
condition of the algorithm. Because the algorithm uses standard data structures, analysis of
the construction time, insertion time, deletion time and space complexity is straightforward.
Hence, this section focuses mostly on analyzing the query time. For proofs, see the appendix.
In high-dimensional space, query time is dominated by the time spent on evaluating
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Algorithm 4 k-nearest neighbour querying procedure
Require: Query point q in Rd, binary search trees/skip lists and their associated projection vectors
{(Tjl, ujl)}j2[m],l2[L], the number of points to retrieve k0 and the number of points to visit k1 in each
composite index
function Query(q, {(Tjl, ujl)}j,l, k0, k1)
Cl  array of size n with entries initialized to 0 8l 2 [L]
qjl  hq, ujli 8j 2 [m], l 2 [L]
Sl  ; 8l 2 [L]
Pl  empty priority queue 8l 2 [L]
for l = 1 to L do
for j = 1 to m do
(p(1)jl , h
(1)
jl ) the node in Tjl whose key is the
closest to qjl
Insert (p(1)jl , h
(1)
jl ) with priority  |p(1)jl   qjl|
into Pl
end for
end for
for i0 = 1 to k1   1 do
for l = 1 to L do
if |Sl| < k0 then
(p(i)jl , h
(i)
jl ) the node with the highest priority
in Pl
Remove (p(i)jl , h
(i)
jl ) from Pl and insert the node
in Tjl whose key is the next closest to qjl,
which is denoted as (p(i+1)jl , h
(i+1)
jl ), with
priority  |p(i+1)jl   qjl| into Pl
Cl[h
(i)
jl ] Cl[h(i)jl ] + 1
if Cl[h
(i)
jl ] = m then
Sl  Sl [ {h(i)jl }
end if
end if
end for
end for
return k points in
S
l2[L] Sl that are the closest in Euclidean distance in Rd to q
end function
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true distances between candidate points and the query. Therefore, we need to find the
number of candidate points that must be retrieved to ensure the algorithm succeeds with
high probability. To this end, we derive an upper bound on the failure probability for any
given number of candidate points. The algorithm fails if su ciently many distant points
are retrieved from each composite index before some of the true k-nearest neighbours. We
decompose this event into multiple (dependent) events, each of which is the event that a
particular distant point is retrieved before some true k-nearest neighbours. Since points
are retrieved in the order of their maximum projected distance, this event happens when
the maximum projected distance of the distant point is less than that of a true k-nearest
neighbour. We start by finding an upper bound on the probability of this event. To simplify
notation, we initially consider displacement vectors from the query to each data point, and so
relationships between projected distances of triplets of points translate relationships between
projected lengths of pairs of displacement vectors.
We start by examining the event that a vector under random one-dimensional projection
satisfies some geometric constraint. We then find an upper bound on the probability that
some combinations of these events occur, which is related to the failure probability of the
algorithm.
Lemma 5. Let vl, vs 2 Rd be such that   vl  
2
>
  vs  
2
,
 
u0j
 M
j=1
be i.i.d. unit vectors in Rd
drawn uniformly at random. Then Pr
 
maxj
   hvl, u0ji      vs  2  =  1  2⇡ cos 1    vs  2 /   vl  2  M .
Combining the above yields the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let
 
vli
 N
i=1
and
 
vsi0
 N 0
i0=1 be sets of vectors such that
  vli  2 >   vsi0  2 8i 2
[N ], i0 2 [N 0]. Furthermore, let  u0ij i2[N ],j2[M ] be random uniformly distributed unit vectors
such that u0i1, . . . , u
0
iM are independent for any given i. Consider the events 9vsi0 s.t. maxj    hvli, u0iji      vsi0  2 Ni=1. The probability that at least k0 of these events
occur is at most 1k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  M , where   vsmax  2 = maxi0    vsi0  2 .
Furthermore, if k0 = N , it is at most mini2[N ]
n 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  Mo.
We now apply the results above to analyze specific properties of the algorithm. For
convenience, instead of working directly with intrinsic dimensionality, we will analyze the
query time in terms of a related quantity, global relative sparsity, as defined in [89]. We
reproduce its definition below for completeness.
Definition 4. Given a dataset D ✓ Rd, let Bp(r) be the set of points in D that are within a
ball of radius r around a point p. A dataset D has global relative sparsity of (⌧,  ) if for all
r and p 2 Rd such that |Bp(r)|   ⌧ , |Bp( r)|  2 |Bp(r)|, where     1.
Global relative sparsity is related to the expansion rate [80] and intrinsic dimensionality in
the following way: a dataset with global relative sparsity of (⌧,  ) has (⌧, 2(1/ log2  ))-expansion
and intrinsic dimensionality of 1/ log2  .
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Below we derive two upper bounds on the probability that some of the true k-nearest
neighbours are missing from the set of candidate points retrieved from a given composite
index, which are in expressed in terms of k0 and k1 respectively. These results inform us
how k0 and k1 should be chosen to ensure the querying procedure returns the correct results
with high probability. In the results that follow, we use {p(i)}ni=1 to denote a re-ordering of
the points {pi}ni=1 so that p(i) is the ith closest point to the query q.
Lemma 6. Consider points in the order they are retrieved from a composite index that
consists of m simple indices. The probability that there are at least n0 points that are not the
true k-nearest neighbours but are retrieved before some of them is at most
1
n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  m
.
Lemma 7. Consider point projections in a composite index that consists of m simple indices
in the order they are visited. The probability that there are n0 point projections that are not
the true k-nearest neighbours but are visited before all true k-nearest neighbours have been
retrieved is at most mn0 mk
Pn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  
.
Lemma 8. On a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), the quantityPn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  m
is at most O
 
kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )
 
.
Lemma 9. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ) and a given composite index
consisting of m simple indices, there is some k0 2 ⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) such
that the probability that the candidate points retrieved from the composite index do not include
some of the true k-nearest neighbours is at most some constant ↵0 < 1.
Lemma 10. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ) and a given composite index
consisting of m simple indices, there is some k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )) such
that the probability that the candidate points retrieved from the composite index do not include
some of the true k-nearest neighbours is at most some constant ↵1 < 1.
Theorem 10. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), for any ✏ > 0, there is some
L, k0 2 ⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) and k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  ))
such that the algorithm returns the correct set of k-nearest neighbours with probability of
at least 1  ✏.
Now that we have found a choice of k0 and k1 that su ces to ensure correctness with
high probability, we can derive a bound on the query time that guarantees correctness. We
then analyze the time complexity for construction, insertion and deletion and the space
complexity.
Theorem 11. For a given number of simple indices m, the algorithm takes
O
 
d(m+ kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m/d0)) +mk logm
 
max(log(n/k), (n/k)1 1/d0)
  
time to re-
trieve the k-nearest neighbours at query time, where d0 denotes the intrinsic dimensionality.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.9: Comparison of the number of distance evaluations needed by di↵erent algorithms
to achieve varying levels of approximation quality on (a) CIFAR-100 and (b,c) MNIST.
Each curve represents the mean over ten folds and the shaded area represents ±1 standard
deviation. Lower values are better. (c) Close-up view of the figure in (b).
Theorem 12. For a given number of simple indices m, the algorithm takes O(m(dn +
n log n)) time to preprocess the data points in D at construction time.
Theorem 13. The algorithm requires O(m(d+ log n)) time to insert a new data point and
O(m log n) time to delete a data point.
Theorem 14. The algorithm requires O(mn) space in addition to the space used to store
the data.
1.10 Experiments
We compare the performance of Prioritized DCI to that of standard DCI [89], product
quantization [78] and LSH [42], which is perhaps the algorithm that is most widely used in
high-dimensional settings. Because LSH operates under the approximate setting, in which
the performance metric of interest is how close the returned points are to the query rather
than whether they are the true k-nearest neighbours. All algorithms are evaluated in terms
of the time they would need to achieve varying levels of approximation quality.
Evaluation is performed on two datasets, CIFAR-100 [83] and MNIST [85]. CIFAR-100
consists of 60, 000 colour images of 100 types of objects in natural scenes and MNIST consists
of 70, 000 grayscale images of handwritten digits. The images in CIFAR-100 have a size of
32 ⇥ 32 and three colour channels, and the images in MNIST have a size of 28 ⇥ 28 and
a single colour channel. We reshape each image into a vector whose entries represent pixel
intensities at di↵erent locations and colour channels in the image. So, each vector has a
dimensionality of 32 ⇥ 32 ⇥ 3 = 3072 for CIFAR-100 and 28 ⇥ 28 = 784 for MNIST. Note
that the dimensionalities under consideration are much higher than those typically used to
evaluate prior methods.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.10: Memory usage of di↵erent algorithms on (a) CIFAR-100 and (b) MNIST. Lower
values are better.
For the purposes of nearest neighbour search, MNIST is a more challenging dataset
than CIFAR-100. This is because images in MNIST are concentrated around a few modes;
consequently, data points form dense clusters, leading to higher intrinsic dimensionality.
On the other hand, images in CIFAR-100 are more diverse, and so data points are more
dispersed in space. Intuitively, it is much harder to find the closest digit to a query among
6999 other digits of the same category that are all plausible near neighbours than to find
the most similar natural image among a few other natural images with similar appearance.
Later results show that all algorithms need fewer distance evaluations to achieve the same
level of approximation quality on CIFAR-100 than on MNIST.
We evaluate performance of all algorithms using cross-validation, where we randomly
choose ten di↵erent splits of query vs. data points. Each split consists of 100 points from
the dataset that serve as queries, with the remainder designated as data points. We use each
algorithm to retrieve the 25 nearest neighbours at varying levels of approximation quality
and report mean performance and standard deviation over all splits.
Approximation quality is measured using the approximation ratio, which is defined to
be the ratio of the radius of the ball containing the set of true k-nearest neighbours to the
radius of the ball containing the set of approximate k-nearest neighbours returned by the
algorithm. The closer the approximation ratio is to 1, the higher the approximation quality.
In high dimensions, the time taken to compute true distances between the query and the
candidate points dominates query time, so the number of distance evaluations can be used
as an implementation-independent proxy for the query time.
For LSH, we used 24 hashes per table and 100 tables, which we found to achieve the
best approximation quality given the memory constraints. For product quantization, we
used a data-independent codebook with 256 entries so that the algorithm supports dynamic
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updates. For standard DCI, we used the same hyperparameter settings used in [89] (m = 25
and L = 2 on CIFAR-100 and m = 15 and L = 3 on MNIST). For Prioritized DCI, we used
two di↵erent settings: one that matches the hyperparameter settings of standard DCI, and
another that uses less space (m = 10 and L = 2 on both CIFAR-100 and MNIST).
We plot the number of distance evaluations that each algorithm requires to achieve each
desired level of approximation ratio in Figure 1.9. As shown, on CIFAR-100, under the same
hyperparameter setting used by standard DCI, Prioritized DCI requires 87.2% to 92.5% fewer
distance evaluations than standard DCI, 91.7% to 92.8% fewer distance evaluations than
product quantization, and 90.9% to 93.8% fewer distance evaluations than LSH to achieve
same levels approximation quality, which represents a 14-fold reduction in the number of dis-
tance evaluations relative to LSH on average. Under the more space-e cient hyperparameter
setting, Prioritized DCI achieves a 6-fold reduction compared to LSH. On MNIST, under the
same hyperparameter setting used by standard DCI, Prioritized DCI requires 96.4% to 97.0%
fewer distance evaluations than standard DCI, 87.1% to 89.8% fewer distance evaluations
than product quantization, and 98.8% to 99.3% fewer distance evaluations than LSH, which
represents a 116-fold reduction relative to LSH on average. Under the more space-e cient
hyperparameter setting, Prioritized DCI achieves a 32-fold reduction compared to LSH.
We compare the space e ciency of Prioritized DCI to that of standard DCI and LSH. As
shown in Figure 1.10, compared to LSH, Prioritized DCI uses 95.5% less space on CIFAR-100
and 95.3% less space on MNIST under the same hyperparameter settings used by standard
DCI. This represents a 22-fold reduction in memory consumption on CIFAR-100 and a 21-
fold reduction on MNIST. Under the more space-e cient hyperparameter setting, Prioritized
DCI uses 98.2% less space on CIFAR-100 and 97.9% less space on MNIST relative to LSH,
which represents a 55-fold reduction on CIFAR-100 and a 48-fold reduction on MNIST.
In terms of wall-clock time, our implementation of Prioritized DCI takes 1.18 seconds to
construct the data structure and execute 100 queries on MNIST, compared to 104.71 seconds
taken by LSH.
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Chapter 2
Learning to Optimize
Machine learning has enjoyed tremendous success and is being applied to a wide variety of
areas, both in AI and beyond. This success can be attributed to the data-driven philosophy
that underpins machine learning, which favours automatic discovery of patterns from data
over manual design of systems using expert knowledge.
Yet, there is a paradox in the current paradigm: the algorithms that power machine
learning are still designed manually. This raises a natural question: can we learn these
algorithms instead? This could open up exciting possibilities: we could find new algorithms
that perform better than manually designed algorithms, which could in turn improve learning
capability.
Doing so, however, requires overcoming a fundamental obstacle: how do we parameterize
the space of algorithms so that it is both (1) expressive, and (2) e ciently searchable?
Various ways of representing algorithms trade o↵ these two goals. For example, if the space
of algorithms is represented by a small set of known algorithms, it most likely does not contain
the best possible algorithm, but does allow for e cient searching via simple enumeration of
algorithms in the set. On the other hand, if the space of algorithms is represented by the
set of all possible programs, it contains the best possible algorithm, but does not allow for
e cient searching, as enumeration would take exponential time.
One of the workhorses of machine learning is continuous optimization algorithms; more
broadly, they are some of the most ubiquitous tools used in virtually all areas of science
and engineering. Several popular algorithms exist, including gradient descent, momentum,
AdaGrad and ADAM. We consider the problem of automatically designing such algorithms.
Why do we want to do this? There are two reasons: first, many optimization algorithms are
devised under the assumption of convexity and applied to non-convex objective functions;
by learning the optimization algorithm under the same setting as it will actually be used
in practice, the learned optimization algorithm could hopefully achieve better performance.
Second, devising new optimization algorithms manually is usually laborious and can take
months or years; learning the optimization algorithm could reduce the amount of manual
labour.
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Algorithm Update Formula ⇡
Gradient De-
scent
⇡(·) =   rf(x(i 1))
Momentum ⇡(·) =   
⇣Pi 1
j=0 ↵
i 1 jrf(x(j))
⌘
Conjugate Gra-
dient
⇡(·) =   
 
rf(x(i 1)) +Pi 2j=0✓krf(x(j+1))k2krf(x(j))k2
◆i 1 j
rf(x(j))
!
Table 2.1: Choices of the update formula ⇡ made by hand-engineered optimization algo-
rithms. We propose learning ⇡ automatically in the hope of learning an optimization algo-
rithm that converges faster and to better optima on objective functions of interest.
2.1 Formulation
Consider how existing continuous optimization algorithms generally work. As outlined in
Algorithm 5, they operate in an iterative fashion and maintain some iterate x(i), which is a
point in the domain of the objective function. Initially, the iterate is some random point in
the domain; in each iteration, a step vector  x is computed using some fixed update formula,
which is then used to modify the iterate. The update formula ⇡ is some functional of the
objective function, the current iterate and past iterates. Typically, it is some function of
the history of gradients of the objective function evaluated at the current and past iterates.
For example, in gradient descent, the update formula is some scaled negative gradient; in
momentum, the update formula is some scaled exponential moving average of the gradients.
Algorithm 5 General structure of unconstrained optimization algorithms
Require: Objective function f
x(0)  random point in the domain of f
for i = 1, 2, . . . do
 x ⇡(f, {x(0), . . . , x(i 1)})
if stopping condition is met then
return x(i 1)
end if
x(i)  x(i 1) + x
end for
What changes from algorithm to algorithm is this update formula ⇡. Examples of existing
optimization algorithms and their corresponding update formulas are shown in Table 2.1.
So, if we can learn the update formula ⇡, we will be able to learn an optimization
algorithm. Since it is di cult to model general functionals, in practice, we restrict the
dependence of ⇡ on the objective function f to objective values and gradients evaluated at
current and past iterates. Hence, ⇡ can be simply modelled as a function from the objective
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values and gradients along the trajectory taken by the optimizer so far to the next step
vector. If we model ⇡ with a universal function approximator like a neural net, it is then
possible to search over the space of optimization algorithms by learning the parameters of
the neural net.
Parameterizing the update formula as a neural net has two appealing properties men-
tioned earlier: first, it is expressive, as neural nets are universal function approximators and
can in principle model any update formula with su cient capacity; second, it allows for
e cient search, as neural nets can be trained easily with backpropagation.
In order to learn the optimization algorithm, we need to define a performance metric,
which we will refer to as the “meta-loss”, that rewards good optimizers and penalizes bad
optimizers. Since a good optimizer converges quickly, a natural meta-loss would be the
sum of objective values over all iterations (assuming the goal is to minimize the objective
function), or equivalently, the cumulative regret. Intuitively, this corresponds to the area
under the curve, which is larger when the optimizer converges slowly and smaller otherwise.
2.2 Learning How to Learn
When the objective functions under consideration correspond to loss functions for training
a model, the proposed framework e↵ectively learns how to learn. The loss function for
training a model on a particular task/dataset is a particular objective function, and so the
loss on many tasks corresponds to a set of objective functions. For clarity, we will refer to
the algorithm that learns the optimization algorithm as the meta-learner, and the learned
optimization algorithm as the base-learner.
First, let us consider what generalization means in this meta-learning setting. Akin to
ordinary learning, the learned model should be evaluated on its ability to generalize to un-
seen data. Therefore, the learned optimization algorithm should be evaluated on its ability
to generalize to unseen objective functions. Akin to the supervised learning paradigm, we
divide the dataset of objective functions into training and test sets. At test time, the learned
optimizer can be used stand-alone and functions exactly like a hand-engineered optimizer,
except that the update formula is replaced with a neural net and no hyperparameters like
step size or momentum need to be specified by the user. In particular, it should not perform
multiple trials on the same objective function at test time, unlike hyperparameter optimiza-
tion.
Just as in ordinary learning, it is important to identify what kinds of regularities or
knowledge we can hope to learn and what we cannot under the setting of interest, in order
to determine whether learning can be expected to yield anything useful. Then the natural
question is: under this proposed setting of learning how to learn, what kinds of regularities
can we expect to learn, and why are they useful? Let us consider a few di↵erent settings
below.
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2.2.1 Learning on One Objective Function
Suppose we only have a single objective function in the training set, and we aim to learn an
optimization algorithm that converges quickly on this single objective function. What would
the meta-learner learn in this case?
Consider an optimization algorithm that simply memorizes the optimum of the single
objective function. This is the best possible optimization algorithm, since it always converges
to the optimum in one step, regardless of initialization (as shown in Figure ). So, at meta-
training time, the meta-learner could simply find the optimum of the objective function
using any o↵-the-shelf optimization algorithm and then simply store the optimum in the
parameters of the base-learner.
While the meta-learner would be satisfied with such a solution, this is not very useful
from a practical standpoint. Such a learned optimization algorithm does not generalize at
all and cannot be used on any other objective function.
Figure 2.1: If we train the optimization on a single objective function, we can easily learn the
location of the optimum of the objective function rather than a useful rule for optimizing it.
In other words, the learned optimizer can simply memorize what the location of the optimum
is.
2.2.2 Learning on Finitely Many Objective Functions
Now suppose we have a finitely many objective functions in the training set, and we aim
to learn an optimization algorithm that converges quickly on this single objective function.
What would the meta-learner learn in this case?
If the learned optimization algorithm could identify which objective function in the train-
ing set that it is optimizing, then it could immediately jump to the memorized optimum of
that objective function. So, in other words, this setting would simply reduce to the previous
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setting. Whether the meta-learner learns such an optimization algorithm depends on how
hard it is to identify the objective function. So, in order the learned optimization algorithm
to generalize, it must be hard to uniquely identify the objective function.
For a fixed set of n locations where the optimization algorithm evaluates an objective
function, there must be at least 2n objective functions to guarantee that the optimization
algorithm cannot uniquely identify any objective function with less than n iterations.
So, if the learning formulation is not carefully designed, the meta-learner can easily learn
a base-learner that fails to generalize to unseen objective functions.
To avoid this, there are two possibilities: (1) we can regularize the base-learner so that
it can only remember information from a relatively small number of time steps, and/or
(2) we can make the e↵ective number of objective functions the meta-learner is trained on
exponential in the number of time steps that can be remembered.
It turns out that both can be achieved with reinforcement learning: the former is achieved
by having a relatively low-dimensional state space, and the latter is achieved by the Marko-
vian structure of the dynamics/state transition probability.
2.2.3 Learning on All Possible Objective Functions
Now consider the other extreme of an infinitely large training set with all possible objective
functions. Can the meta-learner learning anything useful in this case?
Consider an arbitrary optimization algorithm, which might perform quite well on most
objective functions. Because it only relies on information at the previous iterates, we can
modify the objective function at the last iterate to make it arbitrarily bad while maintaining
the geometry of the objective function at all previous iterates. Then, on this modified
objective function, by construction, the optimizer would follow the exact same trajectory
as before and end up at a point with a bad objective value. Therefore, any optimizer has
objective functions that it performs poorly on and no optimizer can perform well on all
possible objective functions.
Hence, learning an optimization algorithm on all possible objective functions will not
result in a useful optimizer, because there are no regularities that can be exploited by the
learned optimization algorithm. As a result, meta-learning in this setting would not make
sense.
2.2.4 When Does Meta-Learning Make Sense?
For meta-learning to be useful, there must be some underlying regularities across the subset
of objective functions we might be interested in. These regularities can then be learned by
the meta-learner and then exploited at meta-test time by the base-learner. These must be
regularities that cannot be discovered by focusing on any particular objective function – if
they were, then meta-learning would not o↵er any advantage over ordinary base-learning.
What could be an example of such regularities? One example is the shared geometry of
a subset of objective functions we may encounter frequently in practice. More specifically,
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Figure 2.2: For any given optimizer, we can always construct an objective function on which
it performs poorly. This implies that we cannot hope to learn an optimization algorithm
that performs well on all possible objective functions.
consider the class of objective functions that represent a loss function composed with a
neural net classifier of varying architectures with ReLU activations. There is regularity in
this class objective functions, since the neural net associated with each objective function is
guaranteed to be piecewise linear. In principle, the meta-learner could learn an optimization
algorithm that can take advantage of this regularity.
2.2.5 Di↵erence with Classical Meta-Learning
Most classical methods [120] for meta-learning perform what is now known as multi-task
learning. In this setting, the goal is to learn commonalities across di↵erent tasks – for
example, consider the setting with two tasks, one to localize, or find the location, of an
object in an image, and one to classify the object into one of several di↵erent categories, a
common preprocessing step that would be useful for both tasks is edge detection. A common
example of a classical meta-learning approach is to divide the parameter space into two, one
that is shared across the di↵erent tasks, and one that is specific to each task. For example,
we can share the weights in the lower layers of a neural net across di↵erent tasks and have
task-specific weights in the upper layers.
Our setting is di↵erent: our goal is learn not the commonalities that are shared across
di↵erent tasks, but rather the commonalities shared by the experience of training on di↵erent
tasks. The tasks themselves may be completely unrelated – for example, some could be tasks
related to images, others could be tasks related to language. The only source of regularity
could come from the geometry of the model class, or meta-properties of the dataset, like
sparsity or degree of class imbalance.
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2.3 Taxonomy of Meta-Learning
The terms “learning to learn” and “meta-learning” have appeared from time to time in the
literature [13, 122, 32, 120] and refer to the general theme of learning meta-level knowledge
that are useful across tasks. Despite the long history, the term “meta-learning” has been
used by di↵erent authors to refer to disparate methods with di↵erent purposes; there is
no consensus on what precisely meta-learning means and what di↵erentiates meta-learning
from ordinary (base-)learning. These methods all share the objective of learning some form
of meta-knowledge about learning, but di↵er in the type of meta-knowledge they aim to
learn. To improve the conceptual clarity of various meta-learning methods, we divide the
various methods into the three categories: learning what to learn, learning which model to
learn, and learning how to learn. The first two correspond to the classical work on meta-
learning mentioned above; the last originated with the line of work on online hyperparameter
adaptation and learning optimization algorithms.
2.3.1 Learning What to Learn
Methods in this category [120] aim to learn what parameter values of the base-level learner
are useful across a family of related tasks. The meta-knowledge captures commonalities
shared by tasks in the family, which enables learning on a new task from the family to be
done more quickly. Most early methods fall into this category; this line of work has blossomed
into an area that has later become known as transfer learning and multi-task learning.
2.3.2 Learning Which Model to Learn
Methods in this category [32] aim to learn which base-level learner achieves the best per-
formance on a task. The meta-knowledge captures correlations between di↵erent tasks and
the performance of di↵erent base-level learners on those tasks. One challenge under this
setting is to decide on a parameterization of the space of base-level learners that is both
rich enough to be capable of representing disparate base-level learners and compact enough
to permit tractable search over this space. [31] proposes a nonparametric representation
and stores examples of di↵erent base-level learners in a database, whereas [114] proposes
representing base-level learners as general-purpose programs. The former has limited rep-
resentation power, while the latter makes search and learning in the space of base-level
learners intractable. [72] views the (online) training procedure of any base-learner as a black
box function that maps a sequence of training examples to a sequence of predictions and
models it as a recurrent neural net. Under this formulation, meta-training reduces to train-
ing the recurrent net, and the parameters of the base-level learner are entirely contained in
the memory state of the recurrent net.
Hyperparameter optimization can be seen as another example of methods in this cate-
gory. The space of base-level learners to search over is parameterized by a predefined set of
hyperparameters. Unlike the methods above, multiple trials with di↵erent hyperparameter
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settings on the same task are permitted, and so generalization across tasks is not required.
The discovered hyperparameters are generally specific to the task at hand and hyperparame-
ter optimization must be rerun for new tasks. Various kinds of methods have been proposed,
such those based on Bayesian optimization [74, 24, 117, 119, 52], random search [25] and
gradient-based optimization [17, 44, 97].
2.3.3 Learning How to Learn
Methods in this category aim to learn a good algorithm for training a base-level learner.
Unlike methods in the previous categories, the goal is not to learn about the outcome of
learning, but rather the process of learning. The meta-knowledge captures commonalities in
the behaviours of learning algorithms that achieve good performance. The base-level learner
and the task are given by the user, so the learned algorithm must generalize across base-level
learners and tasks. Since learning in most cases is equivalent to optimizing some objective
function, learning a learning algorithm often reduces to learning an optimization algorithm.
The method presented in this dissertation was the first to learn a general-purpose op-
timization algorithm; by general-purpose, we mean two attributes: the meta-learner learns
both the step size and step direction with which to update the parameters of the base-learner,
and the same learned optimization algorithm can be on di↵erent objective functions. Con-
currently, [4] explores a similar theme under a di↵erent setting, where the goal is learn a
task-dependent optimization algorithm. The optimizer is trained from the experience of
training on a particular task or family of tasks and is evaluated on its ability to train on the
same task or family of tasks. Under this setting, the optimizer learns regularities about the
task itself rather than regularities of the model in general. As a result, it is unable to gen-
eralize to unseen tasks/objective functions. Closely related is [16], which learns a Hebb-like
synaptic learning rule that does not depend on the objective function, which does not allow
for generalization to di↵erent objective functions.
Various work has explored learning how to adjust the hyperparameters of hand-engineered
optimization algorithms, like the step size [66, 39, 56] or the damping factor in the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm [111]. Related to this line of work is stochastic meta-descent [30],
which derives a rule for adjusting the step size analytically. A di↵erent line of work [59, 118]
parameterizes intermediate operands of special-purpose solvers for a class of optimization
problems that arise in sparse coding and learns them using supervised learning.
Because methods in this category learn an algorithm, it is related to program induction,
which considers the problem of learning programs from examples of input and output. Several
di↵erent approaches have been proposed: genetic programming [38] represents programs as
abstract syntax trees and evolves them using genetic algorithms, [94] represents programs
explicitly using a formal language, constructs a hierarchical Bayesian prior over programs
and performs inference using an MCMC sampling procedure and [58] represents programs
implicitly as sequences of memory access operations and trains a recurrent neural net to
learn the underlying patterns in the memory access operations. [72] considers the special
case of online learning algorithms, each of which is represented as a recurrent neural net
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with a particular setting of weights, and learns the online learning algorithm by learning
the neural net weights. While the program/algorithm improves as training progresses, the
algorithms learned using these methods have not been able to match the performance of
simple hand-engineered algorithms. In contrast, our aim is learn an algorithm that is better
than known hand-engineered algorithms.
2.4 How to Learn the Optimizer
The first approach we tried was to treat the problem of learning optimizers as a standard
supervised learning problem: we simply di↵erentiate the meta-loss with respect to the pa-
rameters of the update formula and learn these parameters using standard gradient-based
optimization.
This seemed like a natural approach, but it did not work: despite our best e↵orts, we could
not get any optimizer trained in this manner to generalize to unseen objective functions, even
though they were drawn from the same distribution that generated the objective functions
used to train the optimizer. On almost all unseen objective functions, the learned optimizer
started o↵ reasonably, but quickly diverged after a while. On the other hand, on the training
objective functions, it exhibited no such issues and did quite well. Why is this?
It turns out that optimizer learning is not as simple a learning problem as it appears.
Standard supervised learning assumes all training examples are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.); in our setting, the step vector the optimizer takes at any iteration a↵ects
the gradients it sees at all subsequent iterations. Furthermore, how the step vector a↵ects the
gradient at the subsequent iteration is not known, since this depends on the local geometry
of the objective function, which is unknown at meta-test time. Supervised learning cannot
operate in this setting, and must assume that the local geometry of an unseen objective
function is the same as the local geometry of training objective functions at all iterations.
Consider what happens when an optimizer trained using supervised learning is used on
an unseen objective function. It takes a step, and discovers at the next iteration that the
gradient is di↵erent from what it expected. It then recalls what it did on the training
objective functions when it encountered such a gradient, which could have happened in a
completely di↵erent region of the space, and takes a step accordingly. To its dismay, it finds
out that the gradient at the next iteration is even more di↵erent from what it expected.
This cycle repeats and the error the optimizer makes becomes bigger and bigger over time,
leading to rapid divergence.
This phenomenon is known in the literature as the problem of compounding errors. It
is known that the total error of a supervised learner scales quadratically in the number of
iterations, rather than linearly as would be the case in the i.i.d. setting ??. In essence,
an optimizer trained using supervised learning necessarily overfits to the geometry of the
training objective functions. One way to solve this problem is to use reinforcement learning.
More specifically, through the lens of reinforcement learning, a particular optimization
algorithm simply corresponds to a policy. Learning an optimization algorithm then reduces
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to finding an optimal policy. For this purpose, we use an o↵-the-shelf reinforcement learning
algorithm known as guided policy search [86], which has demonstrated success in a variety
of robotic control settings [88, 53, 87, 65].
2.5 Reinforcement Learning
2.5.1 Markov Decision Process
In the reinforcement learning setting, the learner is given a choice of actions to take in each
time step, which changes the state of the environment in an unknown fashion, and receives
feedback based on the consequence of the action. The feedback is typically given in the form
of a reward or cost, and the objective of the learner is to choose a sequence of actions based
on observations of the current environment that maximizes cumulative reward or minimizes
cumulative cost over all time steps.
More formally, a reinforcement learning problem can be characterized by a Markov deci-
sion process (MDP). We consider an undiscounted finite-horizon MDP with continuous state
and action spaces defined by the tuple (S,A, p0, p, c, T ), where S ✓ RD is the set of states,
A ✓ Rd is the set of actions, p0 : S ! R+ is the probability density over initial states,
p : S ⇥A⇥S ! R+ is the transition probability density, that is, the conditional probability
density over successor states given the current state and action, c : S ! R is a function that
maps state to cost and T is the time horizon. A policy ⇡ : S ⇥ A ⇥ {0, . . . , T   1} ! R+
is a conditional probability density over actions given the state at each time step. When a
policy is independent of the time step, it is referred to as stationary.
2.5.2 Policy Search
This problem of finding the cost-minimizing policy is known as the policy search problem.
More precisely, the objective is to find a policy ⇡⇤ such that
⇡⇤ = argmin
⇡
Es0,a0,s1,...,sT
"
TX
t=0
c(st)
#
,
where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint distribution over the sequence of
states and actions, often referred to as a trajectory, which has the density
q (s0, a0, s1, . . . , sT ) = p0 (s0)
T 1Y
t=0
⇡ (at| st, t) p (st+1| st, at) .
To enable generalization to unseen states, the policy is typically parameterized and mini-
mization is performed over representable policies. Solving this problem exactly is intractable
in all but selected special cases. Therefore, policy search methods generally tackle this prob-
lem by solving it approximately. In addition, the transition probability density p is typically
not known, but may be accessed via sampling.
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2.5.3 Guided Policy Search
Guided policy search (GPS) [86] is a method for searching over expressive non-linear policy
classes in continuous state and action spaces. It works by alternating between computing
a mixture of target trajectories and training the policy to replicate them. Successive iter-
ations locally improve target trajectories while ensuring proximity to behaviours that are
reproducible by the policy. Target trajectories are computed by fitting local approximations
to the cost and transition probability density and optimizing over a restricted class of time-
varying linear target policies subject to a trust region constraint. The stationary non-linear
policy is trained to minimize the squared Mahalanobis distance between the predicted and
target actions at each time step.
More precisely, GPS works by solving the following constrained optimization problem:
min
✓,⌘
E 
"
TX
t=0
c(st)
#
s.t.  (at| st, t; ⌘) = ⇡ (at| st; ✓) 8at, st, t,
where  denotes the time-varying target policy, ⇡ denotes the stationary non-linear policy,
and E [·] denotes the expectation taken with respect to the trajectory induced by the target
policy  .  is assumed to be conditionally Gaussian whose mean is linear in st and ⇡ is
assumed to be conditionally Gaussian whose mean could be an arbitrary function of st. To
solve this problem, the equality constraint is relaxed and replaced with a penalty on the
KL-divergence between  and ⇡. Di↵erent flavours of GPS [86, 88] use di↵erent constrained
optimization methods, which all involve alternating between optimizing the parameters of  
and ⇡.
For updating  , GPS first builds a model p˜ of the transition probability density p of the
form p˜ (st+1| st, at, t) := N (Atst+Btat+ct, Ft)1, where At, Bt and ct are parameters estimated
from samples drawn from the trajectory induced by the existing  . It also computes local
quadratic approximations to the cost, so that c(st) ⇡ 12sTt Ctst + dTt st + ht for st’s that are
near the samples. It then solves the following:
min
Kt,kt,Gt
E ˜
"
TX
t=0
1
2
sTt Ctst + d
T
t st
#
s.t.
TX
t=0
DKL (p (st) ( ·| st, t; ⌘)k p (st) ( ·| st, t; ⌘0))  ✏,
where E ˜ [·] denotes the expectation taken with respect to the trajectory induced by the
target policy  if states transition according to the model p˜. Kt, kt, Gt are the parameters
of  (at| st, t; ⌘) := N (Ktst + kt, Gt) and ⌘0 denotes the parameters of the previous target
policy. It turns out that this optimization problem can be solved in closed form using a
dynamic programming algorithm known as linear-quadratic-Gaussian regulator (LQG).
1In a slight abuse of notation, we use N (µ,⌃) to denote the density of a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ and covariance ⌃.
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For updating ⇡, GPS minimizes DKL (p (st) ⇡ ( ·| st)k p (st) ( ·| st, t)). Assuming fixed
covariance and omitting dual variables, this corresponds to minimizing the following:
E 
"
TX
t=0
(E⇡ [at| st]  E [at| st, t])T G 1t (E⇡ [at| st]  E [at| st, t])
#
,
where E⇡ [·] denotes the expectation taken with respect to the trajectory induced by the
non-linear policy ⇡. We refer interested readers to [86] and [88] for details.
2.6 Formulation
We observe that the execution of an optimization algorithm can be viewed as the execution
of a particular policy in an MDP: the state consists of the current iterate and the objective
values and gradients evaluated at the current and past iterates, the action is the step vector
that is used to update the current iterate, and the transition probability is partially charac-
terized by the update formula, x(i)  x(i 1) + x. The policy that is executed corresponds
precisely to the choice of ⇡ used by the optimization algorithm. For this reason, we will
also use ⇡ to denote the policy at hand. Under this formulation, searching over policies
corresponds to searching over possible optimization algorithms.
To learn ⇡, we need to define the cost function, which should penalize policies that exhibit
undesirable behaviours during their execution. Since the performance metric of interest for
optimization algorithms is the speed of convergence, the cost function should penalize policies
that converge slowly. To this end, assuming the goal is to minimize the objective function,
we define cost at a state to be the objective value at the current iterate. This encourages the
policy to reach the minimum of the objective function as quickly as possible. We choose to
parameterize the mean of ⇡ using a neural net, due to its appealing properties as a universal
function approximator and strong empirical performance in a variety of applications. We
use GPS to learn ⇡.
2.7 Implementation Details
We store the current iterate, previous gradients and improvements in the objective value
from previous iterations in the state. We keep track of only the information pertaining
to the previous H time steps and use H = 25 in our experiments. More specifically, the
dimensions of the state space encode the following information:
• Current iterate
• Change in the objective value at the current iterate relative to the objective value at
the ith most recent iterate for all i 2 {2, . . . , H + 1}
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• Gradient of the objective function evaluated at the ith most recent iterate for all i 2
{2, . . . , H + 1}
Initially, we set the dimensions corresponding to historical information to zero. The
current iterate is only used to compute the cost; because the policy should not depend on
the absolute coordinates of the current iterate, we exclude it from the input that is fed into
the neural net.
We use a small neural net with a single hidden layer of 50 hidden units to model the
mean of ⇡. Softplus activation units are used at the hidden layer and linear activation units
are used at the output layer. We initialize the weights of the neural net randomly and do
not regularize the magnitude of weights.
Initially, we set the target trajectory distribution so that the mean action given state
at each time step matches the step vector used by the gradient descent method with mo-
mentum. We choose the best settings of the step size and momentum decay factor for each
objective function in the training set by performing a grid search over hyperparameters and
running noiseless gradient descent with momentum for each hyperparameter setting. We use
a mixture of 10 Gaussians as a prior for fitting the parameters of the transition probability
density.
For training, we sample 20 trajectories with a length of 40 time steps for each objec-
tive function in the training set. After each iteration of guided policy search, we sample
new trajectories from the new distribution and discard the trajectories from the preceding
iteration.
2.8 Experiments
We learn optimization algorithms for various convex and non-convex classes of objective
functions that correspond to loss functions for di↵erent machine learning models. We learn
an optimizer for logistic regression, robust linear regression using the Geman-McClure M-
estimator and a two-layer neural net classifier with ReLU activation units. The geometry
of the error surface becomes progressively more complex: the loss for logistic regression is
convex, the loss for robust linear regression is non-convex, and the loss for the neural net
has many local minima.
2.8.1 Logistic Regression
We consider a logistic regression model with an `2 regularizer on the weight vector. Training
the model requires optimizing the following objective:
min
w,b
  1
n
nX
i=1
yi log  
 
wTxi + b
 
+ (1  yi) log
 
1     wTxi + b  +  
2
kwk22 ,
where w 2 Rd and b 2 R denote the weight vector and bias respectively, xi 2 Rd and
yi 2 {0, 1} denote the feature vector and label of the ith instance,   denotes the coe cient
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.3: (a) Mean margin of victory of each algorithm for optimizing the logistic regression
loss. Higher margin of victory indicates better performance. (b-c) Objective values achieved
by each algorithm on two objective functions from the test set. Lower objective values
indicate better performance. Best viewed in colour.
on the regularizer and  (z) := 11+e z . For our experiments, we choose   = 0.0005 and d = 3.
This objective is convex in w and b.
We train an algorithm for optimizing objectives of this form. Di↵erent examples in the
training set correspond to such objective functions with di↵erent instantiations of the free
variables, which in this case are xi and yi. Hence, each objective function in the training set
corresponds to a logistic regression problem on a di↵erent dataset.
To construct the training set, we randomly generate a dataset of 100 instances for each
function in the training set. The instances are drawn randomly from two multivariate Gaus-
sians with random means and covariances, with half drawn from each. Instances from the
same Gaussian are assigned the same label and instances from di↵erent Gaussians are as-
signed di↵erent labels.
We train the optimizer on a set of 90 objective functions. We evaluate it on a test set of
100 random objective functions generated using the same procedure and compare to popular
hand-engineered algorithms, such as gradient descent, momentum, conjugate gradient and
L-BFGS. All baselines are run with the best hyperparameter settings tuned on the training
set.
For each algorithm and objective function in the test set, we compute the di↵erence
between the objective value achieved by a given algorithm and that achieved by the best
of the competing algorithms at every iteration, a quantity we will refer to as “the margin
of victory”. This quantity is positive when the current algorithm is better than all other
algorithms and negative otherwise. In Figure 2.3a, we plot the mean margin of victory of
each algorithm at each iteration averaged over all objective functions in the test set.
As shown, the learned optimizer, which we will henceforth refer to as “predicted step
descent”, outperforms gradient descent, momentum and conjugate gradient at almost every
iteration. The margin of victory for predicted step descent is high in early iterations, indicat-
ing that it converges much faster than other algorithms. It is interesting to note that despite
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having seen only trajectories of length 40 at training time, the learned optimizer is able to
generalize to much longer time horizons at test time. L-BFGS converges to slightly better
optima than predicted step descent and the momentum method. This is not surprising, as
the objective functions are convex and L-BFGS is known to be a very good optimizer for
convex problems.
We show the performance of each algorithm on two objective functions from the test set
in Figures 2.3b and 2.3c. In Figure 2.3b, predicted step descent converges faster than all
other algorithms. In Figure 2.3c, predicted step descent initially converges faster than all
other algorithms but is later overtaken by L-BFGS, while remaining faster than all other
optimizers. However, it eventually achieves the same objective value as L-BFGS, while the
objective values achieved by gradient descent and momentum remain much higher.
2.8.2 Robust Linear Regression
Next, we consider the problem of linear regression using a robust loss function. One way to
ensure robustness is to use an M-estimator for parameter estimation. A popular choice is
the Geman-McClure estimator, which induces the following objective:
min
w,b
1
n
nX
i=1
 
yi  wTxi   b
 2
c2 + (yi  wTxi   b)2
,
where w 2 Rd and b 2 R denote the weight vector and bias respectively, xi 2 Rd and
yi 2 R denote the feature vector and label of the ith instance and c 2 R is a constant that
modulates the shape of the loss function. For our experiments, we use c = 1 and d = 3. This
loss function is not convex in either w or b.
As with the preceding section, each objective function in the training set is a function of
the above form with a particular instantiation of xi and yi. The dataset for each objective
function is generated by drawing 25 random samples from each one of four multivariate
Gaussians, each of which has a random mean and the identity covariance matrix. For all
points drawn from the same Gaussian, their labels are generated by projecting them along
the same random vector, adding the same randomly generated bias and perturbing them
with i.i.d. Gaussian noise.
The optimizer is trained on a set of 120 objective functions. We evaluate it on 100
randomly generated objective functions using the same metric as above. As shown in Figure
2.4a, predicted step descent outperforms all hand-engineered algorithms except at early
iterations. While it dominates gradient descent, conjugate gradient and L-BFGS at all times,
it does not make progress as quickly as the momentum method initially. However, after
around 30 iterations, it is able to close the gap and surpass the momentum method. On this
optimization problem, both conjugate gradient and L-BFGS diverge quickly. Interestingly,
unlike in the previous experiment, L-BFGS no longer performs well, which could be caused
by non-convexity of the objective functions.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: (a) Mean margin of victory of each algorithm for optimizing the robust linear
regression loss. Higher margin of victory indicates better performance. (b-c) Objective values
achieved by each algorithm on two objective functions from the test set. Lower objective
values indicate better performance. Best viewed in colour.
Figures 2.4b and 2.4c show performance on objective functions from the test set. In Figure
2.4b, predicted step descent not only converges the fastest, but also reaches a better optimum
than all other algorithms. In Figure 2.4c, predicted step descent converges the fastest and
is able to avoid most of the oscillations that hamper gradient descent and momentum after
reaching the optimum.
2.8.3 Neural Net Classifier
Finally, we train an optimizer to train a small neural net classifier. We consider a two-layer
neural net with ReLU activation on the hidden units and softmax activation on the output
units. We use the cross-entropy loss combined with `2 regularization on the weights. To
train the model, we need to optimize the following objective:
min
W,U,b,c
  1
n
nX
i=1
log
0@ exp
⇣
(U max (Wxi + b, 0) + c)yi
⌘
P
j exp
⇣
(U max (Wxi + b, 0) + c)j
⌘
1A+  
2
kWk2F +
 
2
kUk2F ,
where W 2 Rh⇥d, b 2 Rh, U 2 Rp⇥h, c 2 Rp denote the first-layer and second-layer weights
and biases, xi 2 Rd and yi 2 {1, . . . , p} denote the input and target class label of the ith
instance,   denotes the coe cient on regularizers and (v)j denotes the j
th component of v.
For our experiments, we use   = 0.0005 and d = h = p = 2. The error surface is known to
have complex geometry and multiple local optima, making this a challenging optimization
problem.
The training set consists of 80 objective functions, each of which corresponds to the
objective for training a neural net on a di↵erent dataset. Each dataset is generated by
generating four multivariate Gaussians with random means and covariances and sampling
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Figure 2.5: (a) Mean margin of victory of each algorithm for training neural net classifiers.
Higher margin of victory indicates better performance. (b-c) Objective values achieved by
each algorithm on two objective functions from the test set. Lower objective values indicate
better performance. Best viewed in colour.
25 points from each. The points from the same Gaussian are assigned the same random label
of either 0 or 1. We make sure not all of the points in the dataset are assigned the same
label.
We evaluate the learned optimizer in the same manner as above. As shown in Figure
2.5a, predicted step descent significantly outperforms all other algorithms. In particular, as
evidenced by the sizeable and sustained gap between margin of victory for predicted step
descent and the momentum method, predicted step descent is able to reach much better
optima and is less prone to getting trapped in local optima compared to other methods.
This gap is also larger compared to that exhibited in previous sections, suggesting that
hand-engineered algorithms are more sub-optimal on challenging optimization problems and
so the potential for improvement from learning the algorithm is greater in such settings. Due
to non-convexity, conjugate gradient and L-BFGS often diverge.
Performance on examples of objective functions from the test set is shown in Figures
2.5b and 2.5c. As shown, predicted step descent is able to reach better optima than all other
methods and largely avoids oscillations that other methods su↵er from.
2.8.4 Visualization of Optimization Trajectories
We visualize optimization trajectories followed by the learned algorithm and various hand-
engineered algorithms to gain further insights into the behaviour of the learned algorithm.
We generated random two-dimensional logistic regression problems and plot trajectories
followed by di↵erent algorithms on each problem in Figure 2.6.
As shown, the learned algorithm exhibits some interesting behaviours. In Figure 2.6a,
the learned algorithm does not take as large a step as L-BFGS initially, but takes larger
steps than L-BFGS later on as it approaches the optimum. In other words, the learned
algorithm appears to be not as greedy as L-BFGS. In Figures 2.6b and 2.6d, the learned
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(c) (d)
Figure 2.6: Objective values and trajectories produced by di↵erent algorithms on unseen
random two-dimensional logistic regression problems. Each pair of plots corresponds to a
di↵erent logistic regression problem. Objective values are shown on the vertical axis in the
left plot and as contour levels in the right plot, where darker shading represents higher
objective values. In the right plot, the axes represent the values of the iterates in each
dimension and are of the same scale. Each arrow represents one iteration of an algorithm,
whose tail and tip correspond to the preceding and subsequent iterates respectively. Best
viewed in colour.
algorithm initially overshoots, but appears to have learned how to recover while avoiding
oscillations. In Figure 2.6c, the learned algorithm is able to make rapid progress despite
vanishing gradients.
2.9 Learning Optimizers for High-Dimensional
Problems
The problem of learning high-dimensional optimization algorithms presents challenges for
reinforcement learning algorithms due to high dimensionality of the state and action spaces.
For example, in the case of GPS, because the running time of LQG is cubic in dimensionality
of the state space, performing policy search even in the simple class of linear-Gaussian policies
would be prohibitively expensive when the dimensionality of the optimization problem is
high.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the various hand-engineered and learned algorithms on training
neural nets with 48 input and hidden units on (a) TFD, (b) CIFAR-10 and (c) CIFAR-100
with mini-batches of size 64. The vertical axis is the true objective value and the horizontal
axis represents the iteration. Best viewed in colour.
Fortunately, many high-dimensional optimization problems have underlying structure
that can be exploited. For example, the parameters of neural nets are equivalent up to
permutation among certain coordinates. More concretely, for fully connected neural nets,
the dimensions of a hidden layer and the corresponding weights can be permuted arbitrarily
without changing the function they compute. Because permuting the dimensions of two
adjacent layers can permute the weight matrix arbitrarily, an optimization algorithm should
be invariant to permutations of the rows and columns of a weight matrix. A reasonable
prior to impose is that the algorithm should behave in the same manner on all coordinates
that correspond to entries in the same matrix. That is, if the values of two coordinates in
all current and past gradients and iterates are identical, then the step vector produced by
the algorithm should have identical values in these two coordinates. We will refer to the set
of coordinates on which permutation invariance is enforced as a coordinate group. For the
purposes of learning an optimization algorithm for neural nets, a natural choice would be to
make each coordinate group correspond to a weight matrix or a bias vector. Hence, the total
number of coordinate groups is twice the number of layers, which is usually fairly small.
In the case of GPS, we impose this prior on both  and ⇡. For the purposes of updat-
ing ⌘, we first impose a block-diagonal structure on the parameters At, Bt and Ft of the
fitted transition probability density p˜ (st+1| st, at, t; ⇣) = N (Atst + Btat + ct, Ft), so that
for each coordinate in the optimization problem, the dimensions of st+1 that correspond to
the coordinate only depend on the dimensions of st and at that correspond to the same
coordinate. As a result, p˜ (st+1| st, at, t; ⇣) decomposes into multiple independent probability
densities p˜j
 
sjt+1
   sjt , ajt , t; ⇣j , one for each coordinate j. Similarly, we also impose a block-
diagonal structure on Ct for fitting c˜(st) and on the parameter matrix of the fitted model
for ⇡ (at| st; ✓). Under these assumptions, Kt and Gt are guaranteed to be block-diagonal
as well. Hence, the Bregman divergence penalty term, D (⌘, ✓) decomposes into a sum of
Bregman divergence terms, one for each coordinate.
We then further constrain dual variables  t, sub-vectors of parameter vectors and sub-
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the various hand-engineered and learned algorithms on training
neural nets with 100 input units and 200 hidden units on (a) TFD, (b) CIFAR-10 and (c)
CIFAR-100 with mini-batches of size 64. The vertical axis is the true objective value and
the horizontal axis represents the iteration. Best viewed in colour.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9: Comparison of the various hand-engineered and learned algorithms on training
neural nets with 48 input and hidden units on (a) TFD, (b) CIFAR-10 and (c) CIFAR-100
with mini-batches of size 10. The vertical axis is the true objective value and the horizontal
axis represents the iteration. Best viewed in colour.
matrices of parameter matrices corresponding to each coordinate group to be identical across
the group. Additionally, we replace the weight ⌫t on D (⌘, ✓) with an individual weight on
each Bregman divergence term for each coordinate group. The problem then decomposes
into multiple independent subproblems, one for each coordinate group. Because the dimen-
sionality of the state subspace corresponding to each coordinate is constant, LQG can be
executed on each subproblem much more e ciently.
Similarly, for ⇡, we choose a µ⇡!(·) that shares parameters across di↵erent coordinates
in the same group. We also impose a block-diagonal structure on ⌃⇡ and constrain the
appropriate sub-matrices to share their entries.
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2.9.1 Features
We describe the features  (·) and (·) at time step t, which define the state st and observation
ot respectively.
Because of the stochasticity of gradients and objective values, the state features  (·)
are defined in terms of summary statistics of the history of iterates
 
x(i)
 t
i=0
, gradientsn
rfˆ(x(i))
ot
i=0
and objective values
n
fˆ(x(i))
ot
i=0
. We define the following statistics, which
we will refer to as the average recent iterate, gradient and objective value respectively:
• x(i) := 1min(i+1,3)
Pi
j=max(i 2,0) x
(j)
• rfˆ(x(i)) := 1min(i+1,3)
Pi
j=max(i 2,0)rfˆ(x(j))
• fˆ(x(i)) := 1min(i+1,3)
Pi
j=max(i 2,0) fˆ(x
(j))
The state features  (·) consist of the relative change in the average recent objective value,
the average recent gradient normalized by the magnitude of the a previous average recent
gradient and a previous change in average recent iterate relative to the current change in
average recent iterate:
•
n⇣
fˆ(x(t 5i))  fˆ(x(t 5(i+1)))
⌘
/fˆ(x(t 5(i+1)))
o24
i=0
•
n
rfˆ(x(t 5i))/
⇣   rfˆ(x(max(t 5(i+1),tmod5)))   + 1⌘o25
i=0
•
⇢    x(max(t 5(i+1),tmod5+5)) x(max(t 5(i+2),tmod5))      x(t 5i) x(t 5(i+1))   +0.1
 24
i=0
Note that all operations are applied element-wise. Also, whenever a feature becomes un-
defined (i.e.: when the time step index becomes negative), it is replaced with the all-zeros
vector.
Unlike state features, which are only used when training the optimization algorithm,
observation features  (·) are used both during training and at test time. Consequently,
we use noisier observation features that can be computed more e ciently and require less
memory overhead. The observation features consist of the following:
•
⇣
fˆ(x(t))  fˆ(x(t 1))
⌘
/fˆ(x(t 1))
• rfˆ(x(t))/
⇣   rfˆ(x(max(t 1,0)))   + 1⌘
• |x
(max(t 1,1)) x(max(t 2,0))|
|x(t) x(t 1)|+0.1
2.9.2 Experiments
For clarity, we will refer to training of the optimization algorithm as “meta-training” to
di↵erentiate it from base-level training, which will simply be referred to as “training”.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10: Comparison of the various hand-engineered and learned algorithms on training
neural nets with 100 input units and 200 hidden units on (a) TFD, (b) CIFAR-10 and (c)
CIFAR-100 with mini-batches of size 10. The vertical axis is the true objective value and
the horizontal axis represents the iteration. Best viewed in colour.
We meta-trained an optimization algorithm on a single objective function, which corre-
sponds to the problem of training a two-layer neural net with 48 input units, 48 hidden units
and 10 output units on a randomly projected and normalized version of the MNIST training
set with dimensionality 48 and unit variance in each dimension. We modelled the optimiza-
tion algorithm using an recurrent neural net with a single layer of 128 LSTM [71] cells. We
used a time horizon of 400 iterations and a mini-batch size of 64 for computing stochastic
gradients and objective values. We evaluate the optimization algorithm on its ability to gen-
eralize to unseen objective functions, which correspond to the problems of training neural
nets on di↵erent tasks/datasets. We evaluate the learned optimization algorithm on three
datasets, the Toronto Faces Dataset (TFD), CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. These datasets are
chosen for their very di↵erent characteristics from MNIST and each other: TFD contains
3300 grayscale images that have relatively little variation and has seven di↵erent categories,
whereas CIFAR-100 contains 50,000 colour images that have varied appearance and has 100
di↵erent categories.
All algorithms are tuned on the training objective function. For hand-engineered algo-
rithms, this entails choosing the best hyperparameters; for learned algorithms, this entails
meta-training on the objective function. We compare to the seven hand-engineered algo-
rithms: stochastic gradient descent, momentum, conjugate gradient, L-BFGS, ADAM, Ada-
Grad and RMSprop. In addition, we compare to an optimization algorithm meta-trained
using the method described in [4] on the same training objective function (training two-layer
neural net on randomly projected and normalized MNIST) under the same setting (a time
horizon of 400 iterations and a mini-batch size of 64).
First, we examine the performance of various optimization algorithms on similar objective
functions. The optimization problems under consideration are those for training neural nets
that have the same number of input and hidden units (48 and 48) as those used during
meta-training. The number of output units varies with the number of categories in each
dataset. We use the same mini-batch size as that used during meta-training. As shown
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the various hand-engineered and learned algorithms on training
neural nets with 100 input units and 200 hidden units on (a) TFD, (b) CIFAR-10 and (c)
CIFAR-100 for 800 iterations with mini-batches of size 64. The vertical axis is the true
objective value and the horizontal axis represents the iteration. Best viewed in colour.
in Figure 2.7, the optimization algorithm meta-trained using our method (which we will
refer to as Predicted Step Descent) consistently descends to the optimum the fastest across
all datasets. On the other hand, other algorithms are not as consistent and the relative
ranking of other algorithms varies by dataset. This suggests that Predicted Step Descent
has learned to be robust to variations in the data distributions, despite being trained on
only one objective function, which is associated with a very specific data distribution that
characterizes MNIST. It is also interesting to note that while the algorithm meta-trained
using [4] (which we will refer to as L2LBGDBGD) performs well on CIFAR, it is unable to
reach the optimum on TFD.
Next, we change the architecture of the neural nets and see if Predicted Step Descent
generalizes to the new architecture. We increase the number of input units to 100 and the
number of hidden units to 200, so that the number of parameters is roughly increased by
a factor of 8. As shown in Figure 2.8, Predicted Step Descent consistently outperforms
other algorithms on each dataset, despite having not been trained to optimize neural nets
of this architecture. Interestingly, while it exhibited a bit of oscillation initially on TFD
and CIFAR-10, it quickly recovered and overtook other algorithms, which is reminiscent
of the phenomenon for low-dimensional optimization problems. This suggests that it has
learned to detect when it is performing poorly and knows how to change tack accordingly.
L2LBGDBGD experienced di culties on TFD and CIFAR-10 as well, but slowly diverged.
We now investigate how robust Predicted Step Descent is to stochasticity of the gradients.
To this end, we take a look at its performance when we reduce the mini-batch size from 64
to 10 on both the original architecture with 48 input and hidden units and the enlarged
architecture with 100 input units and 200 hidden units. As shown in Figure 2.9, on the
original architecture, Predicted Step Descent still outperforms all other algorithms and is
able to handle the increased stochasticity fairly well. In contrast, conjugate gradient and
L2LBGDBGD had some di culty handling the increased stochasticity on TFD and to a
lesser extent, on CIFAR-10. In the former case, both diverged; in the latter case, both were
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progressing slowly towards the optimum.
On the enlarged architecture, Predicted Step Descent experienced some significant os-
cillations on TFD and CIFAR-10, but still managed to achieve a much better objective
value than all the other algorithms. Many hand-engineered algorithms also experienced
much greater oscillations than previously, suggesting that the optimization problems are
inherently harder. L2LBGDBGD diverged fairly quickly on these two datasets.
Finally, we try doubling the number of iterations. As shown in Figure 2.11, despite being
trained over a time horizon of 400 iterations, Predicted Step Descent behaves reasonably
beyond the number of iterations it is trained for.
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Chapter 3
Implicit Maximum Likelihood
Estimation
Generative modelling is a cornerstone of machine learning and has received increasing atten-
tion. Recent models like variational autoencoders (VAEs) [81, 109] and generative adversarial
nets (GANs) [57, 62], have delivered impressive advances in performance and generated a
lot of excitement.
Generative models can be classified into two categories: prescribed models and implicit
models [43, 100]. Prescribed models are defined by an explicit specification of the density, and
so their unnormalized complete likelihood can be usually expressed in closed form. Examples
include models whose complete likelihoods lie in the exponential family, such as mixture of
Gaussians [51], hidden Markov models [12], Boltzmann machines [69]. Because computing
the normalization constant, also known as the partition function, is generally intractable,
sampling from these models is challenging.
On the other hand, implicit models are defined most naturally in terms of a (simple)
sampling procedure. Most models take the form of a deterministic parameterized transfor-
mation T✓(·) of an analytic distribution, like an isotropic Gaussian. This can be naturally
viewed as the distribution induced by the following sampling procedure:
1. Sample z ⇠ N (0, I)
2. Return x := T✓(z)
The transformation T✓(·) often takes the form of a highly expressive function approximator,
like a neural net. Examples include generative adversarial nets (GANs) [57, 62] and genera-
tive moment matching nets (GMMNs) [92, 48]. The marginal likelihood of such models can
be characterized as follows:
p✓(x) =
@
@x1
· · · @
@xd
Z
{z|8i (T✓(z))ixi}
 (z)dz
where  (·) denotes the probability density function (PDF) of N (0, I).
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In general, attempting to reduce this to a closed-form expression is hopeless. Evaluating it
numerically is also challenging, since the domain of integration could consist of an exponential
number of disjoint regions and numerical di↵erentiation is ill-conditioned.
These two categories of generative models are not mutually exclusive. Some models admit
both an explicit specification of the density and a simple sampling procedure and so can be
considered as both prescribed and implicit. Examples include variational autoencoders [81,
109], their predecessors [96, 29] and extensions [33], and directed/autoregressive models, e.g.,
[102, 18, 84, 104].
3.1 Challenges in Parameter Estimation
Maximum likelihood [54, 49] is perhaps the standard method for estimating the parameters
of a probabilistic model from observations. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) has
a number of appealing properties: under mild regularity conditions, it is asymptotically
consistent, e cient and normal. A long-standing challenge of training probabilistic models
is the computational roadblocks of maximizing the log-likelihood function directly.
For prescribed models, maximizing likelihood directly requires computing the partition
function, which is intractable for all but the simplest models. Many powerful techniques
have been developed to attack this problem, including variational methods [79], contrastive
divergence [68, 126], score matching [75] and pseudolikelihood maximization [26], among
others.
For implicit models, the situation is even worse, as there is no term in the log-likelihood
function that is in closed form; evaluating any term requires computing an intractable inte-
gral. As a result, maximizing likelihood in this setting seems hopelessly di cult. A variety
of likelihood-free solutions have been proposed that in e↵ect minimize a divergence mea-
sure between the data distribution and the model distribution. They come in two forms:
those that minimize an f -divergence, and those that minimize an integral probability met-
ric [101]. In the former category are GANs, which are based on the idea of minimizing
the distinguishability between data and samples [121, 63]. It has been shown that when
given access to an infinitely powerful discriminator, the original GAN objective minimizes
the Jensen-Shannon divergence, the   logD variant of the objective minimizes the reverse
KL-divergence minus a bounded quantity [5], and later extensions [103] minimize arbitrary
f -divergences. In the latter category are GMMNs which use maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) [60] as the witness function.
In the case of GANs, despite the theoretical results, there are a number of challenges
that arise in practice, such as mode dropping/collapse [57, 7], vanishing gradients [5, 116]
and training instability [57, 8]. A number of explanations have been proposed to explain
these phenomena and point out that many theoretical results rely on three assumptions: the
discriminator must have infinite modelling capacity [57, 8], the number of samples from the
true data distribution must be infinite [8, 116] and the gradient ascent-descent procedure [9,
113] can converge to a global pure-strategy Nash equilibrium [57, 8]. When some of these
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assumptions do not hold, the theoretical guarantees do not necessarily apply. A number of
ways have been proposed that alleviate some of these issues, e.g., [129, 112, 45, 47, 6, 70, 93,
132], but a way of solving all three issues simultaneously remains elusive.
3.2 Contribution
We present an alternative method for estimating parameters in implicit models. Like the
methods above, our method is likelihood-free, but can be shown to be equivalent to maxi-
mizing likelihood under some conditions. Our result holds in the parametric finite sample
setting, i.e.: when the capacity of the model is finite and the number of data examples is
finite. The idea behind the method is simple: it finds the nearest generated sample to each
data example and optimizes the model parameters to pull the sample towards it. The direc-
tion in which nearest neighbour search is performed is of critical importance – we contrast
this with a GAN with a 1-nearest neighbour discriminator in Figure 3.1, and show that
such a model essentially performs nearest neighbour search in the other direction, i.e.: push
each generated sample to the nearest data example. The latter ensures that each sample is
close to a data example, but each data example does not necessarily have a nearby sample.
Intuitively, the data examples that do not have nearby samples are not assigned high density
by the model – in other words, the modes that generated the data examples are dropped.
The proposed method could sidestep the three issues mentioned above: mode collapse,
vanishing gradients and training instability. Modes are not dropped because the loss ensures
each data example has a sample nearby at optimality; gradients do not vanish because the
gradient of the distance between a data example and its nearest sample does not become
zero unless they coincide; training is stable because the estimator is the solution to a sim-
ple minimization problem. By leveraging recent advances in fast nearest neighbour search
algorithms [90, 91], this approach is able to scale to large, high-dimensional datasets.
3.3 Method
3.3.1 Intuition
Consider a model distribution that maximizes the likelihood of the data. Since likelihood
is the product of densities evaluated at all data examples, the model density at each data
example should be high. Suppose we don’t observe the model distribution directly, and
instead only observe independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples drawn from
the model. Because the density at data examples is high, more samples are expected to lie
near data examples than elsewhere. Can we construct an objective function that encourages
the model to have this behaviour? A lot of samples near a data example typically means
that radius of the neighbourhood around the data example that only contains one sample is
small. Therefore, a natural objective is to minimize the distance from each data example to
the nearest sample.
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Figure 3.1: (a) An illustration of how the proposed method works, and (b-c) a comparison
to a GAN with a 1-nearest neighbour discriminator. The blue circles represent generated
samples and the red squares represent real data examples. In (b-c), the yellow regions
represent those classified as real by the discriminator, whereas the white regions represent
those classified as fake. In the case of (a) the proposed method (IMLE), each data example
pulls the nearest sample towards it, whereas in the case of (b-c) the GAN, each sample is
essentially pushed towards the nearest data example. In the latter case, some data examples
may not be selected by any sample and therefore will not have samples nearby – this is a
manifestation of mode dropping, since the modes that generated these data examples are
not modelled. The proposed method avoids this phenomenon because it conducts nearest
neighbour search in the opposite direction, which ensures that every data example will have
a nearby sample.
3.3.2 Definition
We are given a set of n data examples x1, . . . ,xn and some unknown parameterized prob-
ability distribution P✓ with density p✓. We also have access to an oracle that allows us to
draw independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples from P✓.
Let x˜✓1, . . . , x˜
✓
m be i.i.d. samples from P✓, where m   n. For each data example xi, we
define a random variable R✓i to be the distance between xi and the nearest sample. More
precisely,
R✓i := min
j2[m]
  x˜✓j   xi  22
where [m] denotes {1, . . . ,m}.
The implicit maximum likelihood estimator ✓ˆIMLE is defined as:
✓ˆIMLE := argmin
✓
ER✓1,...,R✓n
"
nX
i=1
R✓i
#
= argmin
✓
Ex˜✓1,...,x˜✓m
"
nX
i=1
min
j2[m]
  x˜✓j   xi  22
#
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An illustration of how the proposed method works is shown in Figure 3.1, along with a
comparison to a GAN with a 1-nearest neighbour discriminator.
3.3.3 Algorithm
We outline the proposed parameter estimation procedure in Algorithm 6. In each outer
iteration, we draw m i.i.d. samples from the current model P✓. We then randomly select
a batch of examples from the dataset and find the nearest sample from each data example.
We then run a standard iterative optimization algorithm, like stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), to minimize a sample-based version of the Implicit Maximum Likelihood Estimator
(IMLE) objective.
Because our algorithm needs to solve a nearest neighbour search problem in each outer
iteration, the scalability of our method depends on our ability to find the nearest neighbours
quickly. This was traditionally considered to be a hard problem, especially in high dimen-
sions. However, this is no longer the case, due to recent advances in nearest neighbour search
algorithms [90, 91].
Algorithm 6 Implicit maximum likelihood estimation (IMLE) procedure
Require: The dataset D = {xi}ni=1 and a sampling mechanism for the implicit model P✓
Initialize ✓ to a random vector
for k = 1 to K do
Draw i.i.d. samples x˜✓1, . . . , x˜
✓
m from P✓
Pick a random batch S ✓ {1, . . . , n}
 (i) argminj
  xi   x˜✓j  22 8i 2 S
for l = 1 to L do
Pick a random mini-batch S˜ ✓ S
✓  ✓   ⌘r✓
✓
n
|S˜|
P
i2S˜
   xi   x˜✓ (i)   2
2
◆
end for
end for
return ✓
Note that the use of Euclidean distance is not a major limitation of the proposed ap-
proach. A variety of distance metrics are either exactly or approximately equivalent to
Euclidean distance in some non-linear embedding space, in which case the theoretical guar-
antees are inherited from the Euclidean case. This encompasses popular distance metrics
used in the literature, like the Euclidean distance between the activations of a neural net,
which is often referred to as a perceptual similarity metric [112, 46]. For distance metrics
that cannot be embedded in Euclidean space, the analysis can be easily adapted to other
metrics with minor modifications.
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3.4 Analysis
Before formally stating the theoretical results, we first illustrate the intuition behind why the
proposed estimator is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimator under some conditions.
For simplicity, we will consider the special case where we only have a single data example
x1 and a single sample x˜✓1. Consider the total density of P✓ inside a ball of radius of t
centred at x1 as a function of t, a function that will be denoted as F˜ ✓(t). If the density in
the neighbourhood of x1 is high, then F˜ ✓(t) would grow rapidly as t increases. If, on the
other hand, the density in the neighbourhood of x1 is low, then F˜ ✓(t) would grow slowly.
So, maximizing likelihood is equivalent to making F˜ ✓(t) grow as fast as possible. To this
end, we can maximize the area under the function F˜ ✓(t), or equivalently, minimize the
area under the function 1  F˜ ✓(t). Observe that F˜ ✓(t) can be interpreted as the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the Euclidean distance between x1 and x˜✓1, which is a random
variable because x˜✓1 is random and will be denoted as R˜
✓. Because R˜✓ is non-negative, recall
that E
h
R˜✓
i
=
R1
0 Pr
⇣
R˜✓ > t
⌘
dt =
R1
0
⇣
1  F˜ ✓(t)
⌘
dt, which is exactly the area under
the function 1   F˜ ✓(t). Therefore, we can maximize likelihood of a data example x1 by
minimizing E
h
R˜✓
i
, or in other words, minimizing the expected distance between the data
example and a random sample. To extend this analysis to the case with multiple data
examples, we show in the appendix that if the objective function is a summation, applying
a monotonic transformation to each term and then reweighting appropriately preserves the
optimizer under some conditions.
We now state the key theoretical result formally. Please refer to the appendix for the
proof.
Theorem 15. Consider a set of observations x1, . . . ,xn, a parameterized family of distri-
butions P✓ with probability density function (PDF) p✓(·) and a unique maximum likelihood
solution ✓⇤. For any m   1, let x˜✓1, . . . , x˜✓m ⇠ P✓ be i.i.d. random variables and define
r˜✓ :=
  x˜✓1  22, R✓ := minj2[m]   x˜✓j  22 and R✓i := minj2[m]   x˜✓j   xi  22. Let F ✓(·) be the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of r˜✓ and  (z) := min✓
 
E
⇥
R✓
⇤ |p✓(0) = z .
If P✓ satisfies the following:
• p✓(x) is di↵erentiable w.r.t. ✓ and continuous w.r.t. x everywhere.
• 8✓,v, there exists ✓0 such that p✓(x) = p✓0(x+ v) 8x.
• For any ✓1, ✓2, there exists ✓0 such that F ✓0(t)   max
 
F ✓1(t), F ✓2(t)
 8t   0 and
p✓0(0) = max {p✓1(0), p✓2(0)}.
• 9⌧ > 0 such that 8i 2 [n] 8✓ /2 B✓⇤(⌧), p✓(xi) < p✓⇤(xi), where B✓⇤(⌧) denotes the ball
centred at ✓⇤ of radius ⌧ .
•  (z) is di↵erentiable everywhere.
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• For all ✓, if ✓ 6= ✓⇤, there exists j 2 [d] such that*0BB@
 0(p✓(x1))p✓(x1)
 0(p✓⇤ (x1))p✓⇤ (x1)
...
 0(p✓(xn))p✓(xn)
 0(p✓⇤ (xn))p✓⇤ (xn)
1CCA ,
0B@ r✓ (log p✓(x1))j...
r✓ (log p✓(xn))j
1CA+ 6= 0.
Then,
argmin
✓
nX
i=1
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
 0(p✓⇤(xi))p✓⇤(xi)
= argmax
✓
nX
i=1
log p✓(xi)
Furthermore, if p✓⇤(x1) = · · · = p✓⇤(xn), then,
argmin
✓
nX
i=1
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
= argmax
✓
nX
i=1
log p✓(xi)
Now, we examine the restrictiveness of each condition. The first condition is satisfied
by nearly all analytic distributions. The second condition is satisfied by nearly all distribu-
tions that have an unrestricted location parameter, since one can simply shift the location
parameter by v. The third condition is satisfied by most distributions that have location
and scale parameters, like a Gaussian distribution, since the scale can be made arbitrarily
low and the location can be shifted so that the constraint on p✓(·) is satisfied. The fourth
condition is satisfied by nearly all distributions, whose density eventually tends to zero as the
distance from the optimal parameter setting tends to infinity. The fifth condition requires
min✓
 
E
⇥
R✓
⇤ |p✓(0) = z to change smoothly as z changes. The final condition requires the
two n-dimensional vectors, one of which can be chosen from a set of d vectors, to be not
exactly orthogonal. As a result, this condition is usually satisfied when d is large, i.e. when
the model is richly parameterized.
There is one remaining di culty in applying this theorem, which is that the quantity
1/ 0(p✓⇤(xi))p✓⇤(xi), which appears as an coe cient on each term in the proposed objective,
is typically not known. If we consider a new objective that ignores the coe cients, i.e.Pn
i=1 E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
, then minimizing this objective is equivalent to minimizing an upper bound on
the ideal objective,
Pn
i=1 E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
/ 0(p✓⇤(xi))p✓⇤(xi). The tightness of this bound depends on
the di↵erence between the highest and lowest likelihood assigned to individual data points
at the optimum, i.e. the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters. Such a model
should not assign high likelihoods to some points and low likelihoods to others as long as
it has reasonable capacity, since doing so would make the overall likelihood, which is the
product of the likelihoods of individual data points, low. Therefore, the upper bound is
usually reasonably tight.
3.5 Experiments
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(a) MNIST (b) TFD (c) CIFAR-10
Figure 3.2: Representative random samples from the model trained on (a) MNIST, (b)
Toronto Faces Dataset and (c) CIFAR-10.
Method MNIST TFD
DBN [19] 138± 2 1909± 66
SCAE [19] 121± 1.6 2110± 50
DGSN [20] 214± 1.1 1890± 29
GAN [57] 225± 2 2057± 26
GMMN [92] 147± 2 2085± 25
IMLE (Proposed) 257± 6 2139± 27
Table 3.1: Log-likelihood of the test data un-
der the Gaussian Parzen window density es-
timated from samples generated by di↵erent
methods.
We trained generative models using the pro-
posed method on three standard benchmark
datasets, MNIST, the Toronto Faces Dataset
(TFD) and CIFAR-10. All models take
the form of feedforward neural nets with
isotropic Gaussian noise as input.
For MNIST, the architecture consists of
two fully connected hidden layers with 1200
units each followed by a fully connected out-
put layer with 784 units. ReLU activations
were used for hidden layers and sigmoids
were used for the output layer. For TFD,
the architecture is wider and consists of two
fully connected hidden layers with 8000 units
each followed by a fully connected output layer with 2304 units. For both MNIST and TFD,
the dimensionality of the noise vector is 100.
For CIFAR-10, we used a simple convolutional architecture with 1000-dimensional Gaus-
sian noise as input. The architecture consists of five convolutional layers with 512 output
channels and a kernel size of 5 that all produce 4 ⇥ 4 feature maps, followed by a bilinear
upsampling layer that doubles the width and height of the feature maps. There is a batch
normalization layer followed by leaky ReLU activations with slope  0.2 after each convo-
lutional layer. This design is then repeated for each subsequent level of resolution, namely
8 ⇥ 8, 16 ⇥ 16 and 32 ⇥ 32, so that we have 20 convolutional layers, each with output 512
channels. We then add a final output layer with three output channels on top, followed by
sigmoid activations. We note that this architecture has more capacity than typical archi-
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tectures used in other methods, like [108]. This is because our method aims to capture all
modes of the data distribution and therefore needs more modelling capacity than methods
that are permitted to drop modes.
Figure 3.3: Samples corresponding to the
same latent variable values at di↵erent points
in time while training the model on CIFAR-
10. Each row corresponds to a sample, and
each column corresponds to a particular point
in time.
Evaluation for implicit generative mod-
els in general remains an open problem.
Extrinsic evaluation metrics measure per-
formance indirectly via a downstream task,
e.g.: Inception score or Fre´chet Inception
distance [112, 67]. Unfortunately, depen-
dence on the downstream task could intro-
duce bias.
Intrinsic evaluation metrics measure per-
formance without relying on external mod-
els or data. Popular examples like estimated
log-likelihood [20, 127] and visual assessment
of sample quality evaluate di↵erent prop-
erties – sample quality reflects precision,
whereas estimated log-likelihood focuses on
recall. Consequently, one is not a replace-
ment for the other. Two models that achieve
di↵erent levels of precision may simply be at
di↵erent points on the same precision-recall
curve, and therefore may not be directly
comparable. We visualize randomly chosen
samples in Figure 3.2 and report the esti-
mated log-likelihood in Table 3.1. As men-
tioned above, both evaluation criteria have
biases/deficiencies, so performing well on either of these metrics does not necessarily indicate
good density estimation performance. However, not performing badly on either metric can
provide some comfort that the model is simultaneously able to achieve reasonable precision
and recall.
As shown in Figure 3.2, despite its simplicity, the proposed method is able to generate
reasonably good samples for MNIST, TFD and CIFAR-10. Samples also seem fairly diverse.
This is supported by the estimated log-likelihood results in Table 3.1. Because the model
achieved a high score on that metric on both MNIST and TFD, this suggests that the model
did not su↵er from significant mode dropping.
In Figure 3.5, we show samples and their nearest neighbours in the training set. Each
sample is quite di↵erent from its nearest neighbour in the training set, suggesting that the
model has not overfitted to examples in the training set.
Next, we visualize the learned manifold by walking along a geodesic on the manifold
between pairs of samples. More concretely, we generate five samples, arrange them in ar-
bitrary order, perform linear interpolation in latent variable space between adjacent pairs
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(a) MNIST (b) TFD (c) CIFAR-10
Figure 3.4: Linear interpolation between samples in latent code space. The first image in
every row is an independent sample; all other images are interpolated between the previous
and the subsequent sample. Images along the path of interpolation are shown in the figure
arranged from left to right, top to bottom. They also wrap around, so that images in the
last row are interpolations between the last and first samples.
of samples, and generate an image from the interpolated latent variable. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.14, the images along the path of interpolation appear visually plausible and do not
have noisy artifacts. In addition, the transition from one image to the next appears smooth
on all datasets. This indicates that the support of the model distribution has not collapsed
to a set of isolated points and that the proposed method is able to learn the geometry of the
data manifold.
Finally, we illustrate the evolution of samples as training progresses in Figure 3.3. As
shown, the samples are initially blurry and become sharper over time. Importantly, sample
quality consistently improves over time, which demonstrates the stability of training.
3.6 Conditional Generative Modelling
In conditional generative modelling, the goal is to model the conditional distribution p(y|x),
rather than the marginal distribution p(y).
We consider an implicit model that is defined by the following sampling procedure:
1. Sample z ⇠ N (0, I)
2. Return y := T✓(x, z)
Here, T✓ is a neural net that takes in two inputs, the input x and the latent noise vector
z. We can contrast this with the unconditional setting, where T✓ only takes in a single input,
the latent noise vector z.
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(a) MNIST (b) TFD (c) CIFAR-10
Figure 3.5: Comparison of samples and their nearest neighbours in the training set. Images
in odd-numbered columns are samples; to the right of each sample is its nearest neighbour
in the training set.
In the conditional setting, we are e↵ectively trying to model a family of distributions,
each of which is associated with a di↵erent value of x. As a result, two changes need to be
made to the IMLE algorithm. First, the value of x must be provided to the transformation
function T✓ in order to sample from the correct distribution. Second, the samples for di↵erent
values of x must be kept separate since they are from di↵erent distributions. Consequently,
for each input data example xi, we must look for the nearest sample in among the samples
generated from p(y˜|xi). The IMLE algorithm modified for the conditional setting, which
will be known as conditional IMLE, is presented in Algorithm 7.
We also generalize the distance metric that is used, and modify the loss so that it admits
an arbitrary metric L(·, ·) between ground truth data and generated samples.
3.7 Application to Multimodal Conditional Image
Synthesis
In conditional image synthesis, the goal is to generate an image from some input, which
can influence the image that is generated. It encompasses a broad range of tasks; examples
include super-resolution, which aims to generate high-resolution images from low-resolution
inputs, and image synthesis from scene layout, which aims to generate images from semantic
segmentation maps.
Predominant approaches focus on the setting of generating a single image for each input
image, which we will refer to as the unimodal prediction problem. Relatively less attention
has been devoted to the more general and challenging problem of multimodal prediction,
which aims to generate multiple equally plausible images for the same input image.
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Algorithm 7 Conditional Implicit Maximum Likelihood Estimation (IMLE) Procedure
Require: The set of input X = {xi}ni=1, the set of corresponding targets Y = {yi}ni=1 and
a distance metric L(·, ·)
Initialize the parameters ✓ of the model/transformation function T✓
for p = 1 to N do
Pick a random batch S ✓ {1, . . . , n}
for i 2 S do
Randomly generate i.i.d. m noise vectors z1, . . . , zm
y˜i,j  T✓(xi, zj) 8j 2 [m]
 (i) argminj L(yi, y˜i,j) 8j 2 [m]
end for
for q = 1 to M do
Pick a random mini-batch S˜ ✓ S
✓  ✓   ⌘r✓
 P
i2S˜ L(yi, y˜i, (i))
 
/|eS|
end for
end for
return ✓
Why is the latter important? Conditional image synthesis is, by its very nature, ill-posed.
That is, the information in the input is not enough to fully constrain the degrees of freedom
in the output, and there are many plausible outputs that could all be consistent with the
input. Therefore, we would like our system to be capable of generating all plausible outputs,
rather than just selecting some plausible output arbitrarily. This could be important for
downstream applications; for example, we may need to know the uncertainty of our system
to estimate the informativeness of the input, or filter out a subset of the generated images
to conform to some user-specified constraint.
This can be naturally formulated as a conditional generative modelling problem, where x
corresponds to the input image and y corresponds to the output image. The distribution we
would like to model is therefore p(y|x). Each plausible output image that is consistent with
the input image would be a mode of the distribution; because there could be many plausible
images that are consistent with the same input image, p(y|x) is usually multimodal. Di↵erent
output images could be then generated by sampling from our model for this distribution.
We demonstrate that our method is able to generate arbitrarily many di↵erent images for
the same input image that are both diverse and faithful to the input image, which compares
favourably conditional GAN-based methods, which can only generate a single output image
for the same input image because of mode collapse.
3.7.1 Tasks
We consider two di↵erent conditional image synthesis tasks, single image super-resolution
and image synthesis from scene layout. We describe them below.
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(a) Input (b) Samples
Figure 3.6: Samples generated by the proposed method (known as super-resolution implicit
model, or SRIM for short) for the task of single image super-resolution (by a factor of 8).
The top row shows di↵erent samples generated by our method, and the bottom row shows
the di↵erence between adjacent samples. As shown by the di↵erence between the samples,
the proposed method is able to generate diverse samples.
3.7.2 Single Image Super-Resolution
Given a low-resolution image, the problem of super-resolution requires the prediction of
multiple plausible versions of the image at a higher resolution. More formally, given a low-
resolution image x 2 [0, 255]h⇥w⇥3, the goal is to predict plausible high-resolution images
y˜ 2 [0, 255]H⇥W⇥3 that when downsampled, are consistent with x, where H > h andW > w.
We consider the challenging setting of upscaling by a factor of 8, i.e.: H = 8h and W = 8w.
In comparison, most prior super-resolution methods can only produce reasonable results
when the upscaling factor is 4 or less.
3.7.3 Image Synthesis from Scene Layout
Given a semantic segmentation map, the goal is to generate multiple plausible images that
are all consistent with the segmentation. More formally, given a segmentation map L 2
{0, 1}h⇥w⇥c where h⇥w is the size of the image and c is the number of semantic classes, the
goal is to generate plausible images eI 2 Rh⇥w⇥3 that are consistent with L.
Some examples of the results are shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
3.7.4 Comparison to Conditional GAN
Extending GAN-based approaches to perform multimodal prediction has proven to be chal-
lenging, due to the problem of mode collapse. More specifically, there is only one ground
truth output for every input and the GAN objective encourages every generated sample
based on an input to be similar to the corresponding ground truth output. As a result, the
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(a) Input (b) Samples
Figure 3.7: Samples generated by the proposed method for the task of image synthesis from
scene layout. The group of images on the right are the di↵erent samples generated by our
method.
generator tends to produce almost identical samples for the same input, regardless of the
noise vector that is fed in [77].
Intuitively, this problem occurs because every sample is made similar to the ground
truth. This is undesirable, because there could be other images di↵erent from the ground
truth that are also perfectly valid, due to the ill-posed nature of conditional image synthesis.
Yet, generating any of such images would be penalized by the GAN objective; as a result,
diversity is discouraged and mode collapse happens as a consequence. On the other hand,
in conditional IMLE, only one of the samples is made similar to the ground truth.
3.7.5 Data
Single Image Super-Resolution For the problem of super-resolution, we can generate
the training data by taking high-resolution images and downsampling them. The downsam-
pled images will serve as input, and the original images will serve as the ground truth. The
data is a subset of the ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 dataset. The ground truth images have a
resolution of 256⇥256, which are obtained by anisotropic scaling of the original images. The
input images have a resolution of 32⇥32, which are obtained by downsampling the 256⇥256
images. The images used for training and testing are disjoint.
Image Synthesis from Scene Layout The choice of dataset is important for multimodal
image synthesis. For this task, the most common dataset in the unimodal setting is the
Cityscapes dataset [37]. However, it is not suitable for the multimodal setting because most
images in the dataset are taken under similar weather conditions and time of day and the
amount of variation in object colours is limited. This lack of diversity limits what any
multimodal method can do. On the other hand, the GTA-5 dataset [110], has much greater
variation in terms of weather conditions and object appearance. To demonstrate this, we
compare the colour distribution of both datasets and present the distribution of hues of both
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(a) Input (b) SRIM (c) BicycleGAN
(d) Input (e) SRIM (f) BicycleGAN
Figure 3.8: Samples generated by the proposed method (SRIM) and the baseline (Bicy-
cleGAN). The top row in each group of images shows di↵erent samples generated by each
method, and the bottom row shows the di↵erence between adjacent samples. As shown in the
bottom row, the di↵erence between the samples of SRIM is greater than that of BicycleGAN,
which indicates that SRIM is able to generate more diverse samples.
datasets in Figure 3.10. As shown, Cityscapes is concentrated around a single mode in terms
of hue, whereas GTA-5 has much greater variation in hue. Additionally, the GTA-5 dataset
includes more 20000 images and so is much larger than Cityscapes.
3.7.6 Implementation Details
Common Across Both Tasks For both tasks of super-resolution and image synthesis
from semantic layout, we use a distance metric of the following form, where y and y˜ denote
the ground truth example and the generated sample respectively:
L(y, y˜) =
lX
i=1
 i|| i(y)   i(y˜)||p (3.1)
Here,  1(·), · · · , l(·) compute features of the function inputs. Hyperparameters { i}li=1 are
set such that each term makes the same contribution to the total sum on average.
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(a) Input (b) SRIM (c) BicycleGAN
(d) Input (e) SRIM (f) BicycleGAN
(g) Input (h) SRIM (i) BicycleGAN
Figure 3.9: Samples generated by the proposed method (SRIM) and the baseline (Bicy-
cleGAN). The top row in each group of images shows di↵erent samples generated by each
method, and the bottom row shows the di↵erence between adjacent samples. As shown in the
bottom row, the di↵erence between the samples of SRIM is greater than that of BicycleGAN,
which indicates that SRIM is able to generate more diverse samples.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of histogram of hues between two datasets. Red is Cityscapes and
blue is GTA-5.
Figure 3.11: Network architecture for our super-resolution model.
Single Image Super-Resolution The network architecture is based on residual-in-residual
dense network proposed by [124]. We add an additional input for the latent vector z, which
is concatenated with the low-resolution input image before being fed into the first layer. In
addition, we add a tanh activation and an o↵set after the last layer to ensure the output
lies in the range [0, 1]. The network architecture is shown in Figure 3.11. For the distance
metric used in the loss function, we use the `2 norm (i.e. p = 2) and the raw pixel values
and the relu5 4 activations in VGG-19 [115] as the features  i(·)’s.
We first pretrain the network with the latent code input being set to zero, and subse-
quently train it on random latent code input. We use nearest neighbour interpolation for
the upsampling layer initially and switch to bilinear upsampling later on.
Image Synthesis from Scene Layout The network architecture is based on the cascaded
refinement network (CRN) architecture proposed in [34]. Instead of having multiple groups
of three output channels, each of which is supposed to capture a di↵erent mode, we only
use a single group of three output channels. To endow the network with the capability to
generate an arbitrary number of modes, we add additional input channels for the latent code
z. This new model can be then interpreted as an implicit probabilistic model, which we can
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train using conditional IMLE.
Because the input segmentation maps are provided at a high resolution, a noise input
z of size h ⇥ w ⇥ d could be very high-dimensional. To improve sample e ciency, we force
the noise to lie on a low-dimensional manifold. To this end, we add a noise encoder module,
which is a 3-layer convolutional network that takes Lˆ and noise sampled from a Gaussian as
input and outputs an encoded noise vector zˆ of size h ⇥ w ⇥ d. We replace the original z
with the encoded zˆ and leave the rest of the architecture unchanged. For the distance metric
used in the loss function, we use the `1 norm (i.e. p = 1) and the conv1 2, conv2 2, conv3 2,
conv4 2, and conv5 2 activations in VGG-19 [115] as the features  i(·)’s.
Even for diverse datasets like GTA-5, there can be a strong bias towards objects with
relatively common appearance. For example, black cars can be much more common than red
cars, and so if we were to train a model na¨ıvely, we would need to generate a lot of samples
before seeing a red car. To address this, we propose two rebalancing strategies.
We first rebalance the dataset to increase the chance of rare images being sampled when
populating S (as shown in Algorithm 7). To this end, for each image in the training set, we
calculate the average pixel vector of each semantic class in that image. More concretely, we
compute the following for each image k:
Ck(p) =
Ph
i=1
Pw
j=1 L
k
i,j,pI
k
i,jPh
i=1
Pw
j=1 L
k
i,j,p
For each category p, we consider the set of average pixel vectors for that category in all
training images, i.e.: {Ck(p)|k 2 {1, . . . , N} such that class p appears in Lk}. We then fit
a Gaussian kernel density estimate to this set and obtain an estimate of the distribution of
average pixels of category p. Let Dp(·) denote the estimated probability density function
(PDF) for category p. Given the k-th training example, we define the rarity score of category
p:
Rp(k) =
(
1
Dp(Ck(p))
class p appears in Lk
0 otherwise
We allocate a portion of the batch S in Algorithm 7 to each of the top five categories
that have the largest overall area across the dataset. For each category, we sample training
images based on the rarity score and e↵ectively upweight images containing objects with
rare appearance. The rationale for selecting the categories with the largest areas is because
they tend to appear more frequently and be more visually prominent. If we were to allocate
a fixed portion of the batch to rare categories, we would risk overfitting to images containing
those categories.
We then rebalance the pixels within the same training image, because it can contain both
common and rare objects. Therefore, we modify the loss function so that the objects with
rare appearance are upweighted. For each training example (Li, I i), we define a rarity score
mask Mi 2 Rh⇥w⇥1:
Mij,k = Rp(i) if pixel (j, k) belongs to class p
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  BicycleGAN SRIM
0.3 4.31⇥10 2 5.91⇥ 10 2
0.2 5.19⇥10 3 9.23⇥ 10 3
0.15 4.67⇥10 4 1.02⇥ 10 3
Table 3.2: Comparison of faithfulness-weighted variance achieved by the proposed method
(SRIM) and the leading multimodal image synthesis method, BicycleGAN. Higher value
means richer variation among the generated samples.
We then normalize Mi so that every entry lies in (0, 1]:
Mˆi =Mi/max
j,k
Mij,k
The mask is then applied to the loss function (3.1) and the new loss Lˆ becomes:
Lˆ =
lX
i=1
 l||Mˆl  
h
 l(I)   l(eI)i ||1
Here Mˆl is the rarity score mask downsampled to match the size of  l(·)
3.7.7 Results
Single Image Super-Resolution We would like a multimodal method to produce sam-
ples that are both diverse and consistent with the low-resolution input image. We propose a
evaluation metric, which we call faithfulness-weighted variance, that captures both of these
properties. It is defined as follows:
M =
X
i
X
j
wid(y˜i,j, y¯j),where wi = exp
✓ d(y˜i,j,yj)
2 2
◆
where y˜i,j is the ith generated sample with respect to the jth input. y¯j is the mean sample
generated for jth input image. The wi is the faithfulness coe cient which takes the value of
a Gaussian kernel evaluated on the perceptual distance between a generated sample and the
true image, as measured by the LPIPS metric [128], which is denoted by d(·, ·). We report
results on a range of di↵erent  ’s for the Gaussian kernel. Intuitively, the faithfulness coef-
ficient ensures that a sample only contributes significantly to the metric if it is perceptually
consistent with the true image.
We evaluated the proposed method (SRIM) and BicycleGAN on a test set of 80 un-
seen images. On each image, 50 samples are generated using each method. The average
faithfulness-weighted variance for both methods are reported in Table 3.2. It can be seen
that SRIM achieved a higher weighted variance than BicycleGAN for all values of  , which
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(a) Pix2pix-HD+noise (b) BicycleGAN
(c) CRN (d) Our model
Figure 3.12: Comparison of di↵erent image samples generated from the same input scene
layout. The bottom-left image in (a) is the input scene layout and we generate 9 samples
for each model.
indicates it is capable of generating more diverse results that are also perceptually consistent
with the true image. This is also reflected in the qualitative results, as shown in Figure 3.9.
Because there has been no prior work on multimodal super-resolution, we compare to
the leading generic multimodal image synthesis method, BicycleGAN [130]. To cast super-
resolution into the image-to-image translation framework, which requires the input and out-
put resolutions to be the same, we first use bicubic upsampling to scale the 32 ⇥ 32 input
image to 256⇥256, and then use the upscaled image as the input to BicyleGAN. We used the
o cial implementation and trained for 800 epochs according to the recommended settings.
Image Synthesis from Scene Layout We train our model on 12403 training images and
evaluate on the validation set of 6383 images. Each image has a resolution of 256⇥ 512. We
add 10 noise channels and set the hyperparameters shown in Algorithm 7 to the following
values: |S| = 400, m = 10, M = 10000, |Sˆ| = 1 and ⌘ = 1e  5.
We measure the diversity of each method by generating 40 pairs of output images for
each of 100 input scene layouts from the test set. We then compute the average distance
between each pair of output images for each given input scene layout, which is then averaged
over all input scene layouts. The distance metric we use is LPIPS [128], which is designed
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(a) Our model w/o the noise encoder and rebalancing
scheme
(b) Our model w/o the noise encoder
(c) Our model w/o the rebalancing scheme (d) Our model
Figure 3.13: Ablation study using the same input scene layout as in Fig. 3.12.
to measure perceptual dissimilarity. The results are shown in Table 3.3. As shown, the
proposed method outperforms the baselines by a large margin. We also perform an ablation
study and find that the proposed method performs better than variants that remove the
noise encoder or the rebalancing scheme, which demonstrates the value of each component
of our method.
We also evaluate the generated image quality by human evaluation. Since it is di cult
for humans to compare images with di↵erent styles, we selected the images that are closest to
the ground truth image in `1 distance among the images generated by CRN and our method.
We then asked 62 human subjects to evaluate the images generated for 20 scene layouts. For
each scene layout, they were asked to compare the image generated by CRN to the image
generated by our method and judge which image exhibited more obvious synthetic patterns.
The result is shown in Table 3.4.
A qualitative comparison is shown in Fig. 3.12. We compare to three baselines, Bicy-
cleGAN [131], Pix2pix-HD with latent noise input [123] and CRN. As shown, Pix2pix-HD
generates almost identical images, BicycleGAN generates images with heavy distortions and
CRN generates images with little diversity. In comparison, the images generated by our
method are diverse and do not su↵er from distortions. We also perform an ablation study
in Fig. 3.13, which shows that each component of our method is important.
In addition, we perform linear interpolation of noise vectors to evaluate the quality of
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(a) Change from daytime to night time
(b) Change of car colors
Figure 3.14: Images generated by interpolating between latent noise vectors.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.15: Style consistency with the same latent noise vector. (a) is the original input-
output pair. We use the same latent noise vector used in (a) and apply it to (b),(c),(d) and
(e)
Model LPIPS score
CRN 0.11
CRN+noise 0.12
Ours w/o noise encoder 0.10
Ours w/o rebalancing scheme 0.17
Ours 0.19
Table 3.3: LPIPS score. We show the average perceptual distance of di↵erent models (in-
cluding ablation study) and our proposed model exhibited the greatest diversity.
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% of Images Containing More Artifacts
CRN 0.636± 0.242
Our method 0.364± 0.242
Table 3.4: Average percentage of images that are judged by humans to exhibit more obvious
synthetic patterns. Lower is better.
(a) Original (b) Add Car (c) Change Road to
Grass
(d) Change Building to
Trees
Figure 3.16: Generated images on four input scene layouts (which were obtained by manual
editing). For each generated image, the same latent noise vector was used. (a) is the original
input semantic map and the generated output, (b) adds a car on the road, (c) changes the
grass on the left to road and change the side walk on the right to grass and (d) changes the
building on the right to tree and changes all road to grass.
the learned latent space of noise vectors. As shown in 3.14(a), by interpolating between the
noise vectors corresponding to generated images during daytime and nighttime respectively,
we obtain a smooth transition from daytime to nighttime. We also show the transition in
car colour in 3.14(b). This suggests that the learned latent space is sensible and captures
the variation along both the daytime-nightime axis and the colour axis.
Finally, a successful method for image synthesis from scene layouts enables users to
manually edit the semantic map to synthesize desired imagery. One can do this simply by
adding/deleting objects or changing the class label of a certain object. In Figure 3.16 we show
several such changes. Note that all four inputs use the same latent noise vector; as shown,
the images are highly consistent in terms of style, which is quite useful because the style
should remain the same after editing the layout. We further demonstrate this in Figure 3.15
where we apply the latent noise vector used in (a) to vastly di↵erent segmentation maps in
(b),(c),(d),(e) and the sunset style is preserved across the di↵erent segmentation maps.
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Appendix A
Nearest Neighbour Search
Below, we present proofs of the results shown in the main part of the dissertation. Through-
out our proofs, we use {p(i)}ni=1 to denote a re-ordering of the points {pi}ni=1 so that p(i) is
the ith closest point to the query q. For any given projection direction ujl associated with a
simple index, we also consider a ranking of the points {pi}ni=1 by their distance to q under
projection ujl in nondecreasing order. We say points are ranked before others if they appear
earlier in this ranking.
A.1 Generalized Union Bound
Lemma 1. For any set of events {Ei}Ni=1, the probability that at least k0 of them happen is
at most 1k0
PN
i=1 Pr (Ei).
Proof. For any set T ✓ [N ], define E˜T to be the intersection of events indexed by T and
complements of events not indexed by T , i.e. E˜T =
 T
i2T Ei
  \  Ti/2T Ei . Observe thatn
E˜T
o
T✓[N ]
are disjoint and that for any I ✓ [N ], Ti2I Ei = ST◆I E˜T . The event that at
least k0 of Ei’s happen is
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I Ei, which is equivalent to
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
S
T◆I E˜T =S
T✓[N ]:|T | k0 E˜T . We will henceforth use T to denote {T ✓ [N ] : |T |   k0}. Since T is a finite
set, we can impose an ordering on its elements and denote the lth element as Tl. The event
can therefore be rewritten as
S|T |
l=1 E˜Tl .
Define E 0i,j to be Ei \
⇣S|T |
l=j+1 E˜Tl
⌘
. We claim that
PN
i=1 Pr
 
E 0i,j
    k0Pjl=1 Pr⇣E˜Tl⌘ for
all j 2 {0, . . . , |T |}. We will show this by induction on j.
For j = 0, the claim is vacuously true because probabilities are non-negative. For j > 0,
we observe that E 0i,j =
⇣
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj
⌘
[
⇣
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj
⌘
= E 0i,j 1 [
⇣
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj
⌘
for all i. Since
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj and E 0i,j \ E˜Tj are disjoint, Pr
 
E 0i,j
 
= Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
 
+ Pr
⇣
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj
⌘
.
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Consider the quantity
P
i2Tj Pr
 
E 0i,j
 
, which is
P
i2Tj
⇣
Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
 
+ Pr
⇣
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj
⌘⌘
by
the above observation. For each i 2 Tj, E˜Tj ✓ Ei, and so E˜Tj \
⇣S|T |
l=j+1 E˜Tl
⌘
✓ Ei \⇣S|T |
l=j+1 E˜Tl
⌘
= E 0i,j. Because
n
E˜Tl
o|T |
l=j
are disjoint, E˜Tj \
⇣S|T |
l=j+1 E˜Tl
⌘
= E˜Tj . Hence,
E˜Tj ✓ E 0i,j and so E 0i,j\E˜Tj = E˜Tj . Thus,
P
i2Tj Pr
 
E 0i,j
 
= |Tj|Pr
⇣
E˜Tj
⌘
+
P
i2Tj Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
 
.
It follows that
PN
i=1 Pr
 
E 0i,j
 
= |Tj|Pr
⇣
E˜Tj
⌘
+
P
i2Tj Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
 
+
P
i/2Tj Pr
 
E 0i,j
 
. Be-
cause Pr
 
E 0i,j
 
= Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
 
+Pr
⇣
E 0i,j \ E˜Tj
⌘
  Pr  E 0i,j 1  and |Tj|   k0,PNi=1 Pr  E 0i,j   
k0Pr
⇣
E˜Tj
⌘
+
PN
i=1 Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
 
. By the inductive hypothesis,
PN
i=1 Pr
 
E 0i,j 1
    k0Pj 1l=1 Pr⇣E˜Tl⌘.
Therefore,
PN
i=1 Pr
 
E 0i,j
    k0Pjl=1 Pr⇣E˜Tl⌘, which concludes the induction argument.
The lemma is a special case of this claim when j = |T |, since E 0i,|T | = Ei and
P|T |
l=1 Pr
⇣
E˜Tl
⌘
=
Pr
⇣S|T |
l=1 E˜Tl
⌘
.
A.2 Standard DCI
Below are the proofs of the results used to show the complexities of standard DCI.
Lemma 2. Let vl, vs 2 Rd such that   vl  
2
>
  vs  
2
, and u 2 Rd be a unit vector drawn
uniformly at random. Then the probability of vs being at least as long as vl under projection
u is at most 1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vl  
2
 
.
Proof. Assuming that vl and vs are not collinear, consider the two-dimensional subspace
spanned by vl and vs, which we will denote as P . (If vl and vs are collinear, we define P
to be the subspace spanned by vl and an arbitrary vector that’s linearly independent of vl.)
For any vector w, we use wk and w? to denote the components of w in P and P? such
that w = wk + w?. For w 2 {vs, vl}, because w? = 0, hw, ui = hw, uki. So, we can limit
our attention to P for this analysis. We parameterize uk in terms of its angle relative to vl,
which we denote as ✓. Also, we denote the angle of uk relative to vs as  . Then,
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Pr
   hvl, ui      hvs, ui   
= Pr
⇣   hvl, uki        hvs, uki   ⌘
= Pr
⇣  vl  
2
   uk   
2
|cos ✓|    vs  
2
   uk   
2
|cos |
⌘
 Pr
✓
|cos ✓|  kv
sk2
kvlk2
◆
= 2Pr
✓
✓ 2

cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆
,⇡   cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆ ◆
= 1  2
⇡
cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆
Lemma 3. Let
 
vli
 N
i=1
be a set of vectors such that
  vli  2 >   vs  2 8i 2 [N ]. Then the
probability that there is a subset of k0 vectors from
 
vli
 N
i=1
that are all not longer than vs
under projection is at most 1k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vli  2  . Furthermore, if k0 = N ,
this probability is at most mini2[N ]
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vli  2  .
Proof. For a given subset I ✓ [N ] of size k0, the probability that all vectors indexed by
elements in I are not longer than vs under projection u is at most Pr
 
u 2 Ti2I U(vs, vli)  =
area
 T
i2I U(v
s, vli)
 
/area (B). So, the probability that this occurs on some subset I is at
most Pr
⇣
u 2 SI✓[N ]:|I|=k0 Ti2I U(vs, vli)⌘ = area⇣SI✓[N ]:|I|=k0 Ti2I U(vs, vli)⌘ /area (B).
Observe that each point in
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I U(v
s, vli) must be covered by at least k
0
U(vs, vli)’s. So,
k0 · area
0@ [
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
\
i2I
U(vs, vli)
1A  NX
i=1
area
 
U(vs, vli)
 
It follows that the probability this event occurs on some subset I is bounded above by
1
k0
PN
i=1
area(U(vs,vli))
area(B) =
1
k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vs  
2
/
  vli  2  .
If k0 = N , we use the fact that area
⇣T
i2[N ] U(v
s, vli)
⌘
 mini2[N ]
 
area
 
U(vs, vli)
  
to
obtain the desired result.
Theorem 1. Let
 
vli
 N
i=1
and
 
vsi0
 N 0
i0=1 be sets of vectors such that
  vli  2 > kvsi0k2 8i 2
[N ], i0 2 [N 0]. Then the probability that there is a subset of k0 vectors from  vli Ni=1 that are all
not longer than some vsi0 under projection is at most
1
k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  ,
where
  vsmax  2   kvsi0k2 8i0 2 [N 0].
Proof. The probability that this event occurs is at most
Pr
⇣
u 2 Si02[N 0]SI✓[N ]:|I|=k0 Ti2I U(vsi0 , vli)⌘. We observe that for all i, i0,
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 
✓
  |cos ✓|  kvsi0k2 /   vli  2 ✓  ✓   |cos ✓|    vsmax  2 /   vli  2 , which implies that U(vsi0 , vli) ✓
U(vsmax, v
l
i).
If we take the intersection followed by union on both sides, we obtainS
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I U(v
s
i0 , v
l
i) ✓
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I U(v
s
max, v
l
i). Because this is true for all i
0,S
i02[N 0]
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I U(v
s
i0 , v
l
i) ✓
S
I✓[N ]:|I|=k0
T
i2I U(v
s
max, v
l
i).
Therefore, this probability is bounded above by Pr
⇣
u 2 SI✓[N ]:|I|=k0 Ti2I U(vsmax, vli)⌘.
By Lemma 3, this is at most 1k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  .
Next we prove two intermediate results.
Lemma 11. The probability that for all constituent simple indices of a composite index,
fewer than n0 points exist that are not the true k-nearest neighbours but are ranked before
some of them, is at least

1  1n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
 m
.
Proof. For any given simple index, we will refer to the points that are not the true k-nearest
neighbours but are ranked before some of them as extraneous points. We furthermore cate-
gorize the extraneous points as either reasonable or silly. An extraneous point is reasonable
if it is one of the 2k-nearest neighbours, and is silly otherwise. Since there can be at most k
reasonable extraneous points, there must be at least n0   k silly extraneous points. There-
fore, the event that n0 extraneous points exist must be contained in the event that n0   k
silly extraneous points exist.
We find the probability that such a set of silly extraneous points exists for any given
simple index. By Theorem 1, where we take {vsi0}N 0i0=1 to be {p(i)   q}ki=1, {vli}Ni=1 to be
{p(i)   q}ni=2k+1 and k0 to be n0   k, the probability that there are at least n0   k silly
extraneous points is at most 1n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
✓
1  2⇡ cos 1
✓kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
◆◆
. This implies that
the probability that at least n0 extraneous points exist is bounded above by the same
quantity, and so the probability that fewer than n0 extraneous points exist is at least
1   1n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
✓
1  2⇡ cos 1
✓kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
◆◆
. Hence, the probability that fewer than n0
extraneous points exist for all constituent simples indices of a composite index is at least
1  1n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
✓
1  2⇡ cos 1
✓kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
◆◆ m
. Using the fact that 1   (2/⇡) cos 1 (x) 
x 8x 2 [0, 1], this quantity is at least

1  1n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
 m
.
Lemma 12. On a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), the probability that for all
constituent simple indices of a composite index, fewer than n0 points exist that are not the
true k-nearest neighbours but are ranked before some of them, is at leasth
1  1n0 kO
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 im
.
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Proof. By definition of global relative sparsity, for all i   2k+1,   p(i)   q  
2
>  
  p(k)   q  
2
.
By applying this recursively, we see that for all i   2i0k + 1,   p(i)   q  
2
>  i
0   p(k)   q  
2
. It
follows that
Pn
i=2k+1
kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
is less than
Pdlog2(n/k)e 1
i0=1 2
i0k  i0 . If     2, this quantity is at
most k log2
 
n
k
 
. If 1    < 2, this quantity is:
k
✓
2
 
◆ ✓
2
 
◆dlog2(n/k)e 1
  1
!
/
✓
2
 
  1
◆
= O
 
k
✓
2
 
◆dlog2(n/k)e 1!
= O
✓
k
⇣n
k
⌘1 log2  ◆
Combining this bound with Lemma 11 yields the desired result.
Lemma 4. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), there is some
k˜ 2 ⌦(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )) such that the probability that the candidate points
retrieved from a given composite index do not include some of the true k-nearest neighbours
is at most some constant ↵ < 1.
Proof. We will refer to points ranked in the top k˜ positions that are the true k-nearest
neighbours as true positives and those that are not as false positives. Additionally, we will
refer to points not ranked in the top k˜ positions that are the true k-nearest neighbours as
false negatives.
When not all the true k-nearest neighbours are in the top k˜ positions, then there must
be at least one false negative. Since there are at most k  1 true positives, there must be at
least k˜   (k   1) false positives.
Since false positives are not the true k-nearest neighbours but are ranked before the
false negative, which is a true k-nearest neighbour, we can apply Lemma 12. By taking
n0 to be k˜   (k   1), we obtain a lower bound on the probability of the existence of fewer
than k˜   (k   1) false positives for all constituent simple indices of the composite index,
which is
h
1  1
k˜ 2k+1O
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 im
. If each simple index has fewer
than k˜   (k   1) false positives, then the top k˜ positions must contain all the true k-
nearest neighbours. Since this is true for all constituent simple indices, all the true k-nearest
neighbours must be among the candidate points after k˜ iterations of the outer loop. The
failure probability is therefore at most 1 
h
1  1
k˜ 2k+1O
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 im
.
So, there is some k˜ 2 ⌦(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )) that makes this quantity strictly
less than 1.
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Theorem 2. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), for any ✏ > 0, there is some
L and k˜ 2 ⌦(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )) such that the algorithm returns the correct set
of k-nearest neighbours with probability of at least 1  ✏.
Proof. By Lemma 4, the first k˜ points retrieved from a given composite index do not include
some of the true k-nearest neighbours with probability of at most ↵. For the algorithm to
fail, this must occur for all composite indices. Since each composite index is constructed
independently, the algorithm fails with probability of at most ↵L, and so must succeed with
probability of at least 1  ↵L. Since ↵ < 1, there is some L that makes 1  ↵L   1  ✏.
Theorem 3. The algorithm takes O(max(d(m+k log(n/k), dk(n/k)1 1/d0))) time to retrieve
the k-nearest neighbours at query time, where d0 denotes the intrinsic dimensionality of the
dataset.
Proof. Computing projections of the query point along all ujl’s takes O(dm) time, since L
is a constant. Searching in the binary search trees/skip lists Tjl’s takes O(log n) time. The
total number of candidate points retrieved is at most ⇥(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )).
Computing the distance between each candidate point and the query point takes at most
O(max(dk log(n/k), dk(n/k)1 log2  )) time. We can find the k closest points to q in the set
of candidate points using a selection algorithm like quickselect, which takes
O(max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )) time on average. So, the entire algorithm takes
O(max(d(m+ k log(n/k), dk(n/k)1 log2  ))) time. Since d0 = 1/ log2  , this can be rewritten
as O(max(d(m+ k log(n/k), dk(n/k)1 1/d0))).
Theorem 4. The algorithm takes O(dn + n log n) time to preprocess the data points in D
at construction time.
Proof. Computing projections of all n points along all ujl’s takes O(dn) time, since m and
L are constants. Inserting all n points into mL self-balancing binary search trees/skip lists
takes O(n log n) time.
Theorem 5. The algorithm requires O(d+log n) time to insert a new data point and O(log n)
time to delete a data point.
Proof. In order to insert a data point, we need to compute its projection along all ujl’s and
insert it into each binary search tree or skip list. Computing the projection takes O(d) time
and inserting an entry into a self-balancing binary search tree or skip list takes O(log n)
time. In order to delete a data point, we simply remove it from each of the binary search
trees or skip lists, which takes O(log n) time.
Theorem 6. The algorithm requires O(n) space in addition to the space used to store the
data.
Proof. The only additional information that needs to be stored are the mL binary search
trees or skip lists. Since n entries are stored in each binary search tree/skip list, the additional
space required is O(n).
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Theorem 7. For any ✏ > 0, m and L, the data-dependent algorithm returns the correct set
of k-nearest neighbours of the query q with probability of at least 1  ✏.
Proof. We analyze the probability that the algorithm fails to return the correct set of k-
nearest neighbours. Let p⇤ denote a true k-nearest neighbour that was missed. If the algo-
rithm fails, then for any given composite index, p⇤ is not among the candidate points retrieved
from the said index. In other words, the composite index must have returned all these points
before p⇤, implying that at least one constituent simple index returns all these points before
p⇤. This means that all these points must appear closer to q than p⇤ under the projection
associated with the simple index. By Lemma 3, if we take
 
vli
 N
i=1
to be displacement vectors
from q to the candidate points that are farther from q than p⇤ and vs to be the displacement
vector from q to p⇤, the probability of this occurring for a given constituent simple index of the
lth composite index is at most 1  2⇡ cos 1 (kp⇤   qk2 / kp˜maxl   qk2). The probability that this
occurs for some constituent simple index is at most 1   2⇡ cos 1 (kp⇤   qk2 / kp˜maxl   qk2) m.
For the algorithm to fail, this must occur for all composite indices; so the failure probability
is at most
QL
l=1
 
1    2⇡ cos 1 (kp⇤   qk2 / kp˜maxl   qk2) m .
We observe that
  p⇤   q  
2
   p(k)   q  
2
   p˜(k)   q  
2
since there can be at most k  
1 points in the dataset that are closer to q than p⇤. So, the failure probability can be
bounded above by
QL
l=1
 
1    2⇡ cos 1    p˜(k)   q  2 /   p˜maxl   q  2  m . When the algorithm
terminates, we know this quantity is at most ✏. Therefore, the algorithm returns the correct
set of k-nearest neighbours with probability of at least 1  ✏.
Theorem 8. On a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), given fixed parametersm and L,
the data-dependent algorithm takes O
 
max
 
dk log
 
n
k
 
, dk
 
n
k
 1 1/d0
, d⇣
1  m
p
1  Lp✏
⌘d0
!!
time
with high probability to retrieve the k-nearest neighbours at query time, where d0 denotes the
intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset.
Proof. In order to bound the running time, we bound the total number of candidate points
retrieved until the stopping condition is satisfied. We divide the execution of the algo-
rithm into two stages and analyze the algorithm’s behaviour before and after it finishes
retrieving all the true k-nearest neighbours. We first bound the number of candidate
points the algorithm retrieves before finding the complete set of k-nearest neighbours. By
Lemma 12, the probability that there exist fewer than n0 points that are not the k-nearest
neighbours but are ranked before some of them in all constituent simple indices of any
given composite index is at least
h
1  1n0 kO
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 im
. We can
choose some n0 2 ⇥
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 
that makes this probability arbitrar-
ily close to 1. So, there are ⇥
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 
such points in each con-
stituent simple index with high probability, implying that the algorithm retrieves at most
⇥
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 
extraneous points from any given composite index before
finishing fetching all the true k-nearest neighbours. Since the number of composite indices
is constant, the total number of candidate points retrieved from all composite indices during
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this stage is k + ⇥
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 
= ⇥
 
max(k log(n/k), k(n/k)1 log2  )
 
with high probability.
After retrieving all the k-nearest neighbours, if the stopping condition has not yet been
satisfied, the algorithm would continue retrieving points. We analyze the number of ad-
ditional points the algorithm retrieves before it terminates. To this end, we bound the
ratio
  p˜(k)   q  
2
/
  p˜maxl   q  2 in terms of the number of candidate points retrieved so far.
Since all the true k-nearest neighbours have been retrieved,
  p˜(k)   q  
2
=
  p(k)   q  
2
. Sup-
pose the algorithm has already retrieved n0   1 candidate points and is about to retrieve
a new candidate point. Since this new candidate point must be di↵erent from any of the
existing candidate points,
  p˜maxl   q  2     p(n0)   q  2. Hence,   p˜(k)   q  2 /   p˜maxl   q  2   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(n0)   q  
2
.
By definition of global relative sparsity, for all n0   2i0k+1,   p(n0)   q  
2
>  i
0   p(k)   q  
2
.
It follows that
  p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(n0)   q  
2
<   blog2((n0 1)/k)c for all n0. By combining the above
inequalities, we find an upper bound on the test statistic:
LY
l=1
 
1 
 
2
⇡
cos 1
   p˜(k)   q  
2  p˜maxl   q  2
!!m!

LY
l=1
 
1 
 
1 
  p˜(k)   q  
2  p˜maxl   q  2
!m!
<
h
1 
⇣
1    blog2((n0 1)/k)c
⌘miL
<
h
1 
⇣
1     log2((n0 1)/k)+1
⌘miL
Hence, if
⇥
1   1     log2((n0 1)/k)+1 m⇤L  ✏, thenQL
l=1
 
1    2⇡ cos 1    p˜(k)   q  2 /   p˜maxl   q  2  m  < ✏. So, for some n0 that makes the former
inequality true, the stopping condition would be satisfied and so the algorithm must have
terminated by this point, if not earlier. By rearranging the former inequality, we find that in
order for it to hold, n0 must be at least 2/
⇣
1  mp1  Lp✏⌘1/ log2  . Therefore, the number of
points the algorithm retrieves before terminating cannot exceed 2/
⇣
1  mp1  Lp✏⌘1/ log2  .
Combining the analysis for both stages, the number of points retrieved is at most
O
0B@max
0B@k log ⇣n
k
⌘
, k
⇣n
k
⌘1 log2  
,
1⇣
1  mp1  Lp✏⌘ 1log2  
1CA
1CA
with high probability.
Since the time taken to compute distances between the query point and candidate points
dominates, the running time is
O
0B@max
0B@dk log ⇣n
k
⌘
, dk
⇣n
k
⌘1 log2  
,
d⇣
1  mp1  Lp✏⌘ 1log2  
1CA
1CA
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with high probability.
Applying the definition of intrinsic dimensionality yields the desired result.
A.3 Prioritized DCI
Below are the proofs of the results used to show the complexities of Prioritized DCI.
Lemma 5. Let vl, vs 2 Rd be such that   vl  
2
>
  vs  
2
,
 
u0j
 M
j=1
be i.i.d. unit vectors in Rd
drawn uniformly at random. Then Pr
 
maxj
   hvl, u0ji      vs  2  =  1  2⇡ cos 1    vs  2 /   vl  2  M .
Proof. The event
 
maxj
   hvl, u0ji    kvsk2 is equivalent to the event that   hvl, u0ji    kvsk2 8j , which is the intersection of the events    hvl, u0ji    kvsk2 . Because
u0j’s are drawn independently, these events are independent.
Let ✓j be the angle between vl and u0j, so that hvl, u0ji =
  vl  
2
cos ✓j. Since u0j is drawn
uniformly, ✓j is uniformly distributed on [0, 2⇡]. Hence,
Pr
✓
max
j
   hvl, u0ji    kvsk2◆
=
MY
j=1
Pr
   hvl, u0ji    kvsk2 
=
MY
j=1
Pr
✓
|cos ✓j |  kv
sk2
kvlk2
◆
=
MY
j=1
✓
2Pr
✓
✓j 2

cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆
,⇡   cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆ ◆◆
=
✓
1  2
⇡
cos 1
✓kvsk2
kvlk2
◆◆M
Theorem 9. Let
 
vli
 N
i=1
and
 
vsi0
 N 0
i0=1 be sets of vectors such that
  vli  2 >   vsi0  2 8i 2
[N ], i0 2 [N 0]. Furthermore, let  u0ij i2[N ],j2[M ] be random uniformly distributed unit vectors
such that u0i1, . . . , u
0
iM are independent for any given i. Consider the events 9vsi0 s.t. maxj    hvli, u0iji      vsi0  2 Ni=1. The probability that at least k0 of these events
occur is at most 1k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  M , where   vsmax  2 = maxi0    vsi0  2 .
Furthermore, if k0 = N , it is at most mini2[N ]
n 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  Mo.
Proof. The event that 9vsi0 s.t. maxj
   hvli, u0iji      vsi0  2 is equivalent to the event that
maxj
   hvli, u0iji    maxi0    vsi0  2 =   vsmax  2. Take Ei to be the event that maxj    hvli, u0iji     vsmax  2. By Lemma 5, Pr(Ei)   1  2⇡ cos 1    vsmax  2 /   vli  2  M . It follows from Lemma 1
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that the probability that k0 of Ei’s occur is at most
1
k0
PN
i=1 Pr (Ei)  1k0
PN
i=1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  M . If k0 = N , we use the fact thatTN
i0=1Ei0 ✓ Ei 8i, which implies that
Pr
⇣TN
i0=1Ei0
⌘
 mini2[N ] Pr (Ei)  mini2[N ]
n 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   vsmax  2 /   vli  2  Mo.
Lemma 6. Consider points in the order they are retrieved from a composite index that
consists of m simple indices. The probability that there are at least n0 points that are not the
true k-nearest neighbours but are retrieved before some of them is at most
1
n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  m
.
Proof. Points that are not the true k-nearest neighbours but are retrieved before some of
them will be referred to as extraneous points and are divided into two categories: reasonable
and silly. An extraneous point is reasonable if it is one of the 2k-nearest neighbours, and is
silly otherwise. For there to be n0 extraneous points, there must be n0   k silly extraneous
points. Therefore, the probability that there are n0 extraneous points is upper bounded by
the probability that there are n0   k silly extraneous points.
Since points are retrieved from the composite index in the order of increasing maximum
projected distance to the query, for any pair of points p and p0, if p is retrieved before p0, then
maxj {|hp  q, ujli|}  maxj {|hp0   q, ujli|}, where {ujl}mj=1 are the projection directions
associated with the constituent simple indices of the composite index.
By Theorem 9, if we take
 
vli
 N
i=1
to be
 
p(i)   q n
i=2k+1
,
 
vsi0
 N 0
i0=1 to be
 
p(i)   q k
i=1
,M to
bem,
 
u0ij
 
j2[M ] to be {ujl}j2[m] for all i 2 [N ] and k0 to be n0 k, we obtain an upper bound
for the probability of there being a subset of
 
p(i)
 n
i=2k+1
of size n0 k such that for all points
p in the subset, maxj {|hp  q, ujli|}  kp0   qk2 for some p0 2
 
p(i)   q k
i=1
. In other words,
this is the probability of there being n0   k points that are not the 2k-nearest neighbours
whose maximum projected distances are no greater than the distance from some k-nearest
neighbours to the query, which is at most 1n0 k
Pn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  m
.
Since the event that maxj {|hp  q, ujli|}  maxj {|hp0   q, ujli|} is contained in the event
that maxj {|hp  q, ujli|}  kp0   qk2 for any p, p0, this is also an upper bound for the prob-
ability of there being n0   k points that are not the 2k-nearest neighbours whose maximum
projected distances do not exceed those of some of the k-nearest neighbours, which by defi-
nition is the probability that there are n0   k silly extraneous points. Since this probability
is no less than the probability that there are n0 extraneous points, the upper bound also
applies to this probability.
Lemma 7. Consider point projections in a composite index that consists of m simple indices
in the order they are visited. The probability that there are n0 point projections that are not
the true k-nearest neighbours but are visited before all true k-nearest neighbours have been
retrieved is at most mn0 mk
Pn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  
.
Proof. Projections of points that are not the true k-nearest neighbours but are visited before
the k-nearest neighbours have all been retrieved will be referred to as extraneous projections
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and are divided into two categories: reasonable and silly. An extraneous projection is rea-
sonable if it is of one of the 2k-nearest neighbours, and is silly otherwise. For there to be n0
extraneous projections, there must be n0 mk silly extraneous projections, since there could
be at most mk reasonable extraneous projections. Therefore, the probability that there are
n0 extraneous projections is upper bounded by the probability that there are n0  mk silly
extraneous projections.
Since point projections are visited in the order of increasing projected distance to the
query, each extraneous silly projection must be closer to the query projection than the
maximum projection of some k-nearest neighbour.
By Theorem 9, if we take
 
vli
 N
i=1
to be
 
p(2k+b(i 1)/mc+1)   q m(n 2k)
i=1
,
 
vsi0
 N 0
i0=1 to be 
p(b(i 1)/mc+1)   q mk
i=1
, M to be 1, {u0i1}Ni=1 to be
 
u(i mod m),l
 m(n 2k)
i=1
and k0 to be n0 mk,
we obtain an upper bound for the probability of there being n0 mk point projections that
are not of the 2k-nearest neighbours whose distances to their respective query projections are
no greater than the true distance between the query and some k-nearest neighbour, which
is 1n0 mk
Pn
i=2k+1m
✓
1  2⇡ cos 1
✓kp(k) qk
2kp(i) qk
2
◆◆
.
Because maximum projected distances are no more than true distances, this is also an
upper bound for the probability of there being n0  mk silly extraneous projections. Since
this probability is no less than the probability that there are n0 extraneous projections, the
upper bound also applies to this probability.
Lemma 8. On a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), the quantityPn
i=2k+1
 
1  2⇡ cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
  m
is at most O
 
kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )
 
.
Proof. By definition of global relative sparsity, for all i   2k+1,   p(i)   q  
2
>  
  p(k)   q  
2
.
A recursive application shows that for all i   2i0k + 1,   p(i)   q  
2
>  i
0   p(k)   q  
2
.
Applying the fact that 1   (2/⇡) cos 1 (x)  x 8x 2 [0, 1] and the above observation
yields:
nX
i=2k+1
 
1  2
⇡
cos 1
   p(k)   q  
2  p(i)   q  
2
!!m

nX
i=2k+1
   p(k)   q  
2  p(i)   q  
2
!m
<
dlog2(n/k)e 1X
i0=1
2i
0
k  i
0m
If     mp2, this quantity is at most k log2 (n/k). On the other hand, if 1    < m
p
2, this
quantity can be simplified to:
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k
✓
2
 m
◆ ✓
2
 m
◆dlog2(n/k)e 1
  1
!
/
✓
2
 m
  1
◆
= O
 
k
✓
2
 m
◆dlog2(n/k)e 1!
= O
✓
k
⇣n
k
⌘1 m log2  ◆
Therefore,
Pn
i=2k+1
   p(k)   q  
2
/
  p(i)   q  
2
 m  O  kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  ) .
Lemma 9. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ) and a given composite index
consisting of m simple indices, there is some k0 2 ⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) such
that the probability that the candidate points retrieved from the composite index do not include
some of the true k-nearest neighbours is at most some constant ↵0 < 1.
Proof. We will refer to the true k-nearest neighbours that are among first k0 points retrieved
from the composite index as true positives and those that are not as false negatives. Addi-
tionally, we will refer to points that are not true k-nearest neighbours but are among the
first k0 points retrieved as false positives.
When not all the true k-nearest neighbours are among the first k0 candidate points,
there must be at least one false negative and so there can be at most k   1 true positives.
Consequently, there must be at least k0  (k  1) false positives. To find an upper bound on
the probability of the existence of k0 (k 1) false positives in terms of global relative sparsity,
we apply Lemma 6 with n0 set to k0  (k  1), followed by Lemma 8. We conclude that this
probability is at most 1k0 2k+1O
 
kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )
 
. Because the event that
not all the true k-nearest neighbours are among the first k0 candidate points is contained
in the event that there are k0   (k   1) false positives, the former is upper bounded by the
same quantity. So, we can choose some k0 2 ⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) to make it
strictly less than 1.
Lemma 10. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ) and a given composite index
consisting of m simple indices, there is some k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )) such
that the probability that the candidate points retrieved from the composite index do not include
some of the true k-nearest neighbours is at most some constant ↵1 < 1.
Proof. We will refer to the projections of true k-nearest neighbours that are among first k1
visited point projections as true positives and those that are not as false negatives. Addi-
tionally, we will refer to projections of points that are not of the true k-nearest neighbours
but are among the first k1 visited point projections as false positives.
When a k-nearest neighbour is not among the candidate points that have been retrieved,
some of its projections must not be among the first k1 visited point projections. So, there
must be at least one false negative, implying that there can be at most mk 1 true positives.
Consequently, there must be at least k1   (mk   1) false positives. To find an upper bound
on the probability of the existence of k1  (mk  1) false positives in terms of global relative
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sparsity, we apply Lemma 7 with n0 set to k1 (mk 1), followed by Lemma 8. We conclude
that this probability is at most mk1 2mk+1O
 
kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )
 
. Because the
event that some true k-nearest neighbour is missing from the candidate points is contained
in the event that there are k1  (mk  1) false positives, the former is upper bounded by the
same quantity. So, we can choose some k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )) to make it
strictly less than 1.
Theorem 10. For a dataset with global relative sparsity (k,  ), for any ✏ > 0, there is some
L, k0 2 ⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) and k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  ))
such that the algorithm returns the correct set of k-nearest neighbours with probability of
at least 1  ✏.
Proof. For a given composite index, by Lemma 9, there is some
k0 2 ⌦(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) such that the probability that some of the true k-
nearest neighbours are missed is at most some constant ↵0 < 1. Likewise, by Lemma 10,
there is some
k1 2 ⌦(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )) such that this probability is at most some constant
↵1 < 1. By choosing such k0 and k1, this probability is therefore at most min{↵0,↵1} < 1.
For the algorithm to fail, all composite indices must miss some k-nearest neighbours. Since
each composite index is constructed independently, the algorithm fails with probability of at
most (min{↵0,↵1})L, and so must succeed with probability of at least 1   (min{↵0,↵1})L.
Since min{↵0,↵1} < 1, there is some L that makes 1  (min{↵0,↵1})L   1  ✏.
Theorem 11. For a given number of simple indices m, the algorithm takes
O
 
d(m+ kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m/d0)) +mk logm
 
max(log(n/k), (n/k)1 1/d0)
  
time to re-
trieve the k-nearest neighbours at query time, where d0 denotes the intrinsic dimensionality.
Proof. Computing projections of the query point along all ujl’s takes O(dm) time, since L is a
constant. Searching in the binary search trees/skip lists Tjl’s takesO(m log n) time. The total
number of point projections that are visited is at most ⇥(mkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )).
Because determining the next point to visit requires popping and pushing a priority queue,
which takes O(logm) time, the total time spent on visiting points is
O(mk logmmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )). The total number of candidate points retrieved is
at most ⇥(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )). Because true distances are computed for every
candidate point, the total time spent on distance computation is
O(dkmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )). We can find the k closest points to the query among
the candidate points using a selection algorithm like quickselect, which takes
O(kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  )) time on average. So, the entire algorithm takes
O(d(m+kmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 m log2  ))+mk logmmax(log(n/k), (n/k)1 log2  )) time. Sub-
stituting 1/d0 for log2   yields the desired expression.
Theorem 12. For a given number of simple indices m, the algorithm takes O(m(dn +
n log n)) time to preprocess the data points in D at construction time.
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Proof. Computing projections of all n points along all ujl’s takes O(dmn) time, since L is
a constant. Inserting all n points into mL self-balancing binary search trees/skip lists takes
O(mn log n) time.
Theorem 13. The algorithm requires O(m(d+ log n)) time to insert a new data point and
O(m log n) time to delete a data point.
Proof. In order to insert a data point, we need to compute its projection along all ujl’s and
insert it into each binary search tree or skip list. Computing the projections takes O(md)
time and inserting them into the corresponding self-balancing binary search trees or skip
lists takes O(m log n) time. In order to delete a data point, we simply remove its projections
from each of the binary search trees or skip lists, which takes O(m log n) time.
Theorem 14. The algorithm requires O(mn) space in addition to the space used to store
the data.
Proof. The only additional information that needs to be stored are the mL binary search
trees or skip lists. Since n entries are stored in each binary search tree/skip list, the total
additional space required is O(mn).
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Appendix B
Implicit Maximum Likelihood
Estimation
This section contains the proof of the result presented in the Implicit Maximum Likelihood
Estimation section of the dissertation. Before proving the main result, we first prove the
following intermediate results:
Lemma 13. Let ⌦ ✓ Rd and V ✓ R. For i 2 [N ], let fi : ⌦ ! V be di↵erentiable on ⌦
and   : V ! R be di↵erentiable on V and strictly increasing. Assume argmin✓2⌦
PN
i=1 fi(✓)
exists and is unique. Let ✓⇤ := argmin✓2⌦
PN
i=1 fi(✓) and wi := 1/ 
0(fi(✓⇤)). If the following
conditions hold:
• There is a bounded set S ✓ ⌦ such that bd(S) ✓ ⌦, ✓⇤ 2 S and 8fi, 8✓ 2 ⌦\S, fi(✓) >
fi(✓⇤), where bd(S) denotes the boundary of S.
• For all ✓ 2 ⌦, if ✓ 6= ✓⇤, there exists j 2 [d] such that*0B@ w1 0(f1(✓))...
wn 0(fn(✓))
1CA ,
0B@ @f1/@✓j(✓)...
@fn/@✓j(✓)
1CA+ 6= 0.
Then argminx2⌦
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) exists and is unique. Furthermore,
argmin✓2⌦
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) = argmin✓2⌦
PN
i=1 fi(✓).
Proof. Let S ✓ ⌦ be the bounded set such that bd(S) ✓ ⌦, ✓⇤ 2 S and 8fi, 8✓ 2 ⌦ \
S, fi(✓) > fi(✓⇤). Consider the closure of S := S [bd(S), denoted as S¯. Because S ✓ ⌦ and
bd(S) ✓ ⌦, S¯ ✓ ⌦. Since S is bounded, S¯ is bounded. Because S¯ ✓ ⌦ ✓ Rd and is closed
and bounded, it is compact.
Consider the function
PN
i=1wi (fi(·)). By the di↵erentiability of fi’s and  ,
PN
i=1wi (fi(·))
is di↵erentiable on ⌦ and hence continuous on ⌦. By the compactness of S¯ and the con-
tinuity of
PN
i=1wi (fi(·)) on S¯ ✓ ⌦, Extreme Value Theorem applies, which implies that
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min✓2S¯
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) exists. Let ✓˜ 2 S¯ be such thatPN
i=1wi (fi(✓˜)) = min✓2S¯
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)).
By definition of S, 8fi, 8✓ 2 ⌦ \ S, fi(✓) > fi(✓⇤), implying that  (fi(✓)) >  (fi(✓⇤))
since   is strictly increasing. Because  0(·) > 0, wi > 0 and so
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) >PN
i=1wi (fi(✓
⇤)) 8✓ 2 ⌦ \ S. At the same time, since ✓⇤ 2 S ⇢ S¯, by definition of ✓˜,PN
i=1wi (fi(✓˜)) 
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓
⇤)). Combining these two facts yields
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓˜)) PN
i=1wi (fi(✓
⇤)) <
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) 8✓ 2 ⌦ \ S. Since the inequality is strict, this implies
that ✓˜ /2 ⌦ \ S, and so ✓˜ 2 S¯ \ (⌦ \ S) ✓ ⌦ \ (⌦ \ S) = S.
In addition, because ✓˜ is the minimizer of
PN
i=1wi (fi(·)) on S¯,
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓˜)) PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) 8✓ 2 S¯. So,
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓˜)) 
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)) 8✓ 2 S¯ [ (⌦ \ S) ◆ S [
(⌦ \ S) = ⌦. Hence, ✓˜ is a minimizer ofPNi=1wi (fi(·)) on ⌦, and so min✓2⌦PNi=1wi (fi(✓))
exists. Because
PN
i=1wi (fi(·)) is di↵erentiable on ⌦, ✓˜ must be a critical point ofPN
i=1wi (fi(·)) on ⌦.
On the other hand, since   is di↵erentiable on V and fi(✓) 2 V for all ✓ 2 ⌦,  0(fi(✓))
exists for all ✓ 2 ⌦. So,
r
 
NX
i=1
wi (fi(✓))
!
=
NX
i=1
wir ( (fi(✓)))
=
NX
i=1
wi 
0(fi(✓))rfi(✓)
=
NX
i=1
 0(fi(✓))
 0(fi(✓⇤))
rfi(✓)
At ✓ = ✓⇤,
r
 
NX
i=1
wi (fi(✓
⇤))
!
=
NX
i=1
 0(fi(✓⇤))
 0(fi(✓⇤))
rfi(✓⇤)
=
NX
i=1
rfi(✓⇤)
Since each fi is di↵erentiable on ⌦,
PN
i=1 fi is di↵erentiable on ⌦. Combining this
with the fact that ✓⇤ is the minimizer of
PN
i=1 fi on ⌦, it follows that r
⇣PN
i=1 fi(✓
⇤)
⌘
=PN
i=1rfi(✓⇤) = 0. Hence, r
⇣PN
i=1wi (fi(✓
⇤))
⌘
= 0 and so ✓⇤ is a critical point ofPN
i=1wi (fi(·)).
Because 8✓ 2 ⌦, if ✓ 6= ✓⇤, 9j 2 [d] such that
*0B@ w1 0(f1(✓))...
wn 0(fn(✓))
1CA ,
0B@ @f1/@✓j(✓)...
@fn/@✓j(✓)
1CA+ 6=
0,
PN
i=1wi 
0(fi(✓))rfi(✓) = r
⇣PN
i=1wi (fi(✓))
⌘
6= 0 for any ✓ 6= ✓⇤ 2 ⌦. Therefore, ✓⇤
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is the only critical point of
PN
i=1wi (fi(·)) on ⌦. Since ✓˜ is a critical point on ⌦, we can
conclude that ✓⇤ = ✓˜, and so ✓⇤ is a minimizer of
PN
i=1wi (fi(·)) on ⌦. Since any other
minimizer must be a critical point and ✓⇤ is the only critical point, ✓⇤ is the unique minimizer.
So, argmin✓2⌦
PN
i=1 fi(✓) = ✓
⇤ = argmin✓2⌦
PN
i=1wi (fi(✓)).
Lemma 14. Let P be a distribution on Rd whose density p(·) is continuous at a point
x0 2 Rd and x ⇠ P be a random variable. Let r˜ := kx  x0k2,  := ⇡d/2/ 
 
d
2 + 1
 
, where
 (·) denotes the gamma function 1, and r := r˜d. Let G(·) denote the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of r and @+G(·) denote the one-sided derivative of G from the right. Then,
@+G(0) = p(x0).
Proof. By definition of @+G(·),
@+G(0) = lim
h!0+
G(h) G(0)
h
= lim
h!0+
G(h)
h
= lim
h!0+
Pr (r  h)
h
= lim
h!0+
Pr
⇣
r˜  dph/⌘
h
If we define h˜ := d
p
h/, the above can be re-written as:
@+G(0) = lim
h˜!0+
Pr
⇣
r˜  h˜
⌘
h˜d
= lim
h˜!0+
R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du
h˜d
We want to show that limh˜!0+
⇣R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du
⌘
/h˜d = p(x0). In other words, we want
to show 8✏ > 0 9  > 0 such that 8h˜ 2 (0,  ),
     RBx0 (h˜) p(u)duh˜d   p(x0)     < ✏.
Let ✏ > 0 be arbitrary.
Since p(·) is continuous at x0, by definition, 8✏˜ > 0 9 ˜ > 0 such that 8u 2 Bx0( ˜),
|p(u)  p(x0)| < ✏˜. Let  ˜ > 0 be such that 8u 2 Bx0( ˜), p(x0)   ✏ < p(u) < p(x0) + ✏. We
choose   =  ˜.
Let 0 < h˜ <   be arbitrary. Since p(x0)  ✏ < p(u) < p(x0) + ✏ 8u 2 Bx0( ˜) = Bx0( )  
Bx0(h˜), Z
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du <
Z
Bx0 (h˜)
(p(x0) + ✏) du
=(p(x0) + ✏)
Z
Bx0 (h˜)
du
1The constant  is the the ratio of the volume of a d-dimensional ball of radius r˜ to a d-dimensional cube
of side length r˜.
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Observe that
R
Bx0 (h˜)
du is the volume of a d-dimensional ball of radius h˜, so
R
Bx0 (h˜)
du = h˜d.
Thus,
R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du < h˜d (p(x0) + ✏), implying that
⇣R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du
⌘
/h˜d < p(x0)+ ✏. By
similar reasoning, we conclude that
⇣R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du
⌘
/h˜d > p(x0)  ✏.
Hence,      
R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du
h˜d
  p(x0)
      < ✏ 8h˜ 2 (0,  )
Therefore,
@+G(0) = lim
h˜!0+
R
Bx0 (h˜)
p(u)du
h˜d
= p(x0)
Lemma 15. Let P✓ be a parameterized family of distributions on Rd with parameter ✓ and
probability density function (PDF) p✓(·) that is continuous at a point xi. Consider a random
variable x˜✓1 ⇠ P✓ and define r˜✓i :=
  x˜✓1   xi  22, whose cumulative distribution function (CDF)
is denoted by F ✓i (·). Assume P✓ has the following property: for any ✓1, ✓2, there exists ✓0 such
that F ✓0i (t)   max
 
F ✓1i (t), F
✓2
i (t)
 8t   0 and p✓0(xi) = max {p✓1(xi), p✓2(xi)}. For any
m   1, let x˜✓1, . . . , x˜✓m ⇠ P✓ be i.i.d. random variables and define R✓i := minj2[m]
  x˜✓j   xi  22.
Then the function  i : z 7! min✓
 
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤ |p✓(xi) = z is strictly decreasing.
Proof. Let r✓i := 
 
r˜✓i
 d/2
= 
  x˜✓1   xi  d2 be a random variable and let G✓i (·) be the CDF of
r✓i . Since R
✓
i is nonnegative,
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
=
Z 1
0
Pr
 
R✓i > t
 
dt
=
Z 1
0
⇣
Pr
⇣  x˜✓1   xi  22 > t⌘⌘m dt
=
Z 1
0
⇣
Pr
⇣

  x˜✓1   xi  d2 > td/2⌘⌘m dt
=
Z 1
0
 
Pr
 
r✓i > t
d/2
  m
dt
=
Z 1
0
 
1 G✓i
 
td/2
  m
dt
Also, by Lemma 14, p✓(xi) = @+G✓i (0). Using these facts, we can rewrite min✓
 
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤ |p✓(xi) = z 
as min✓
 R1
0
 
1 G✓i
 
td/2
  m
dt
  @+G✓i (0) = z . By definition of  i,
min✓
 R1
0
 
1 G✓i
 
td/2
  m
dt
  @+G✓i (0) = z exists for all z. Let  i(z) be a value of ✓ that
attains the minimum. Define G⇤i (y, z) := G
 i(z)
i (y). By definition,
@+
@yG
⇤
i (0, z) = z, where
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@+
@yG
⇤
i (y, z) denotes the one-sided partial derivative from the right w.r.t. y. Also, since
G⇤i (·, z) is the CDF of a distribution of a non-negative random variable, G⇤i (0, z) = 0.
By definition of @+@yG
⇤
i (0, z), 8✏ > 0 9  > 0 such that 8h 2 (0,  ),
   G⇤i (h,z) G⇤i (0,z)h   z    < ✏.
Let z0 > z. Let   > 0 be such that 8h 2 (0,  ),
   G⇤i (h,z) G⇤i (0,z)h   z    < z0 z2 and  0 > 0 be
such that 8h 2 (0,  0),
   G⇤i (h,z0) G⇤i (0,z0)h   z0    < z0 z2 .
Consider h 2 (0,min( ,  0)). Then, G⇤i (h,z) G⇤i (0,z)h = G
⇤
i (h,z)
h < z +
z0 z
2 =
z+z0
2 and
G⇤i (h,z
0) G⇤i (0,z0)
h =
G⇤i (h,z
0)
h > z
0   z0 z2 = z+z
0
2 . So,
G⇤i (h, z)
h
<
z + z0
2
<
G⇤i (h, z
0)
h
Multiplying by h on both sides, we conclude that G⇤i (h, z) < G
⇤
i (h, z
0) 8h 2 (0,min( ,  0)).
Let ↵ := d
p
min( ,  0)/. We can break
R1
0
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z
  m
dt into two terms:Z 1
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt
=
Z ↵
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt+
Z 1
↵
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt
We can also do the same for
R1
0
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z0
  m
dt.
Because G⇤i (h, z) < G
⇤
i (h, z
0) 8h 2 (0,min( ,  0)), G⇤i (td/2, z) < G⇤i (td/2, z0) 8t 2
(0,↵). It follows that 1   G⇤i (td/2, z) > 1   G⇤i (td/2, z0) and
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z
  m
> 
1 G⇤i (td/2, z0)
 m 8t 2 (0,↵). So, R ↵0  1 G⇤i  td/2, z  m dt > R ↵0  1 G⇤i  td/2, z0  m dt.
We now consider the second term. First, observe that F ✓i (t) = Pr
⇣  x˜✓1   xi  22  t⌘ =
Pr
⇣

  x˜✓1   xi  d2  td/2⌘ = G✓i  td/2  for all t   0. So, by the property of P✓, for any
✓1, ✓2, there exists ✓0 such that G
✓0
i (t
d/2) = F ✓0i (t)   max
 
F ✓1i (t), F
✓2
i (t)
 
= max
 
G✓1i (t
d/2), G✓2i (t
d/2)
 8t   0 and @+G✓0i (0) = p✓0(xi) = max {p✓1(xi), p✓2(xi)} =
max
 
@+G
✓1
i (0), @+G
✓2
i (0)
 
.
Take ✓1 =  i(z) and ✓2 =  i(z0). Let ✓0 be such that G✓0i (t
d/2)  
max
 
G✓1i (t
d/2), G✓2i (t
d/2)
 8t   0 and @+G✓0i (0) = max @+G✓1i (0), @+G✓2i (0) . By def-
inition of  i(·), @+G✓1i (0) = z and @+G✓2i (0) = z0. So, @+G✓0i (0) = max {z, z0} = z0.
Since G✓0i (t
d/2)   G✓2i (td/2) 8t   0, 1   G✓0i
 
td/2
   1   G✓2i  td/2  8t   0 and soR1
0
 
1 G✓0i
 
td/2
  m
dt  R10  1 G✓2i  td/2  m dt. On the other hand, because ✓2 =
 i(z0) minimizes
R1
0
 
1 G✓i
 
td/2
  m
dt among all ✓’s such that @+G✓i (0) = z
0 and @+G✓0i (0) =
z0,
R1
0
 
1 G✓2i
 
td/2
  m
dt  R10  1 G✓0i  td/2  m dt. We can therefore conclude thatR1
0
 
1 G✓0i
 
td/2
  m
dt =
R1
0
 
1 G✓2i
 
td/2
  m
dt. Since 1 G✓0i
 
td/2
   1 G✓2i  td/2 
8t   0, the only situation where this can happen is when G✓0i
 
td/2
 
= G✓2i
 
td/2
  8t   0.
By definition of G⇤i , G
⇤
i
 
td/2, z
 
= G i(z)i (t
d/2) = G✓1i (t
d/2) and G⇤i
 
td/2, z0
 
=
G i(z
0)
i (t
d/2) = G✓2i (t
d/2) = G✓0i
 
td/2
 
. By definition of ✓0, G
✓0
i
 
td/2
    G✓1i (td/2) 8t  
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0. So, G⇤i
 
td/2, z0
 
= G✓2i (t
d/2)   G✓1i (td/2) = G⇤i
 
td/2, z
  8t   0. Hence,R1
↵
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z0
  m
dt  R1↵  1 G⇤i  td/2, z  m dt.
Combining with the previous result that
R ↵
0
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z0
  m
dt
<
R ↵
0
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z
  m
dt, it follows that:Z 1
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z0
⌘⌘m
dt
=
Z ↵
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z0
⌘⌘m
dt+
Z 1
↵
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z0
⌘⌘m
dt
<
Z ↵
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt+
Z 1
↵
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z0
⌘⌘m
dt

Z ↵
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt+
Z 1
↵
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt
=
Z 1
0
⇣
1 G⇤i
⇣
td/2, z
⌘⌘m
dt
By definition, Z 1
0
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z
  m
dt
=
Z 1
0
⇣
1 G i(z)i (td/2)
⌘m
dt
= min
✓
⇢Z 1
0
 
1 G✓i
 
td/2
  m
dt
  @+G✓i (0) = z 
= min
✓
 
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤ |p✓(xi) = z 
=  i(z)
Similarly,
R1
0
 
1 G⇤i
 
td/2, z0
  m
dt =  i(z0). We can therefore conclude that
 i(z0) <  i(z) whenever z0 > z.
We now prove the main result.
Theorem 1. Consider a set of observations x1, . . . ,xn, a parameterized family of distri-
butions P✓ with probability density function (PDF) p✓(·) and a unique maximum likelihood
solution ✓⇤. For any m   1, let x˜✓1, . . . , x˜✓m ⇠ P✓ be i.i.d. random variables and define
r˜✓ :=
  x˜✓1  22, R✓ := minj2[m]   x˜✓j  22 and R✓i := minj2[m]   x˜✓j   xi  22. Let F ✓(·) be the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of r˜✓ and  (z) := min✓
 
E
⇥
R✓
⇤ |p✓(0) = z .
If P✓ satisfies the following:
• p✓(x) is di↵erentiable w.r.t. ✓ and continuous w.r.t. x everywhere.
• 8✓,v, there exists ✓0 such that p✓(x) = p✓0(x+ v) 8x.
• For any ✓1, ✓2, there exists ✓0 such that F ✓0(t)   max
 
F ✓1(t), F ✓2(t)
 8t   0 and
p✓0(0) = max {p✓1(0), p✓2(0)}.
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• 9⌧ > 0 such that 8i 2 [n] 8✓ /2 B✓⇤(⌧), p✓(xi) < p✓⇤(xi), where B✓⇤(⌧) denotes the ball
centred at ✓⇤ of radius ⌧ .
•  (z) is di↵erentiable everywhere.
• For all ✓, if ✓ 6= ✓⇤, there exists j 2 [d] such that*0BB@
 0(p✓(x1))p✓(x1)
 0(p✓⇤ (x1))p✓⇤ (x1)
...
 0(p✓(xn))p✓(xn)
 0(p✓⇤ (xn))p✓⇤ (xn)
1CCA ,
0B@ r✓ (log p✓(x1))j...
r✓ (log p✓(xn))j
1CA+ 6= 0.
Then,
argmin
✓
nX
i=1
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
 0(p✓⇤(xi))p✓⇤(xi)
= argmax
✓
nX
i=1
log p✓(xi)
Furthermore, if p✓⇤(x1) = · · · = p✓⇤(xn), then,
argmin
✓
nX
i=1
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
= argmax
✓
nX
i=1
log p✓(xi)
Proof. Pick an arbitrary i 2 [n]. We first prove a few basic facts.
By the second property of P✓, 8✓ 9✓0 such that p✓(u) = p✓0(u   xi) 8u. In particular,
p✓(xi) = p✓0(xi   xi) = p✓0(0). Let F ✓i be as defined in Lemma 15.
F ✓i (t) = Pr
 
r˜✓i  t
 
= Pr
⇣  x˜✓1   xi  2  pt⌘
=
Z
Bxi (
p
t)
p✓(u)du =
Z
Bxi (
p
t)
p✓0(u  xi)du
=
Z
B0(
p
t)
p✓0(u)du = Pr
⇣
r˜✓
0  t
⌘
= F ✓
0
(t)
Similarly, 8✓0 9✓ such that p✓0(u) = p✓(u+xi) 8u. In particular, p✓0(0) = p✓(0+xi) = p✓(xi).
F ✓
0
(t) = Pr
⇣
r˜✓
0  t
⌘
=
Z
B0(
p
t)
p✓0(u)du
=
Z
B0(
p
t)
p✓(u+ xi)du =
Z
Bxi (
p
t)
p✓(u)du
=Pr
⇣  x˜✓1   xi  2  pt⌘ = Pr  r˜✓i  t  = F ✓i (t)
Let ✓1, ✓2 be arbitrary. The facts above imply that there exist ✓01 and ✓
0
2 such that F
✓1
i (t) =
F ✓
0
1(t), F ✓2i (t) = F
✓02(t), p✓1(xi) = p✓01(0) and p✓2(xi) = p✓02(0).
By the third property of P✓, let ✓00 be such that F
✓00(t)   max F ✓01(t), F ✓02(t) 8t   0
and p✓00(0) = max
 
p✓01(0), p✓02(0)
 
. By the facts above, it follows that there exists ✓0 such
that F ✓
0
0(t) = F ✓0i (t) and p✓00(0) = p✓0(xi).
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So, we can conclude that for any ✓1, ✓2, there exists ✓0 such that
F ✓0i (t)   max
 
F ✓1i (t), F
✓2
i (t)
 8t   0 and p✓0(xi) = max {p✓1(xi), p✓2(xi)}.
By Lemma 15,  i(z) = min✓
 
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤ |p✓(xi) = z is strictly decreasing.
Consider any ✓. By the facts above, there exists ✓0 such that p✓(xi) = p✓0(0) and
F ✓i (t) = F
✓0(t) 8t. Therefore,
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
=
Z 1
0
Pr
 
R✓i > t
 
dt
=
Z 1
0
⇣
Pr
⇣  x˜✓1   xi  22 > t⌘⌘m dt
=
Z 1
0
 
1  F ✓i (t)
 m
dt
=
Z 1
0
⇣
1  F ✓0(t)
⌘m
dt
=
Z 1
0
Pr
⇣
R✓
0
> t
⌘
dt
=E
h
R✓
0
i
So, 8z
 i(z) =min
✓
 
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤ |p✓(xi) = z 
=min
✓0
n
E
h
R✓
0
i
|p✓0(0) = z
o
= (z)
Because  i(·) is strictly decreasing,  (·) is also strictly decreasing.
We would like to apply Lemma 13, with fi(✓) =   log p✓(xi) 8i 2 [n] and  (y) =
 (exp( y)). By the first property of P✓, p✓(·) is di↵erentiable w.r.t. ✓ and so fi(✓) is
di↵erentiable for all i. By the fifth property of P✓,  (·) is di↵erentiable and so  (·) is
di↵erentiable. Since y 7! exp( y) is strictly decreasing and  (·) is strictly decreasing,  (·) is
strictly increasing. Since there is a unique maximum likelihood solution ✓⇤, min✓
Pn
i=1 fi(✓) =
max✓
Pn
i=1 log p✓(xi) exists and has a unique minimizer. By the fourth property of P✓, the
first condition of Lemma 13 is satisfied. By the sixth property of P✓, the second condition of
Lemma 13 is satisfied. Since all conditions are satisfied, we apply Lemma 13 and conclude
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that
min
✓
nX
i=1
wi (fi(✓)) =min
✓
nX
i=1
wi (p✓(xi))
=min
✓
nX
i=1
wi i(p✓(xi))
=min
✓
nX
i=1
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
 0(p✓⇤(xi))p✓⇤(xi)
exists and has a unique minimizer. Furthermore,
argmin
✓
nX
i=1
E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
 0(p✓⇤(xi))p✓⇤(xi)
= argmin
✓
nX
i=1
  log p✓(xi)
= argmax
✓
nX
i=1
log p✓(xi)
If p✓(x1) = · · · p✓(xn), then w1 = · · · = wn, and so
argmin✓
Pn
i=1wiE
⇥
R✓i
⇤
= argmin✓
Pn
i=1 E
⇥
R✓i
⇤
= argmax✓
Pn
i=1 log p✓(xi).
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